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POPULAR SCIENCE SUMMARY OF THE THESIS 

Introduction: Aortic Dissection (AD) is a rare and potentially lethal condition. The process 

is initiated when a tear in the innermost layer of the aortic vessel wall (the intima) arises, 

causing blood to flow between the layers of the vessel wall. This new canal is called the false 

lumen whereas the normal lumen is called the true lumen. The most important risk factors are 

hypertension, high age and male sex. AD is classified into type A dissection (TAD) and type 

B dissection (TBD) according to the Stanford classification system. All dissections involving 

the part of the aorta closest to the heart are classified as TAD and the rest as TBD. This is of 

great importance since patients with TAD need swift surgical treatment, as mortality is high 

in untreated patients. A majority of patients with TBD can be managed medically but some 

present with acute complications in the need of surgical treatment. This is primarily done 

with an endovascular procedure where a metal tube coated with fabric (so called stentgraft) is 

inserted inside of the thoracic part of the aorta. Few earlier studies on AD have included all 

patients in a defined population. Hence, it has been hard to determine the true incidence, 

time-trends in treatment strategies and mortality and proportions of different characteristics in 

patients with AD. 

Objective: The overall aim of this thesis was to describe the incidence and to describe 

proportions of patients with different types of AD and how they are treated in clinical 

practice. Further, the aim was to describe mortality and to analyse the association of different 

factors and treatment strategies with mortality. Finally, the aim was to analyse time trends 

and sex differences with regard to the above mentioned aspects.  

Method and results: The studies of this thesis included all patients diagnosed with AD in 

defined populations. Study I included all 53 patients in Stockholm County 2004-2014 with 

TBD, presenting with complications and treated with stentgrafts within 90 days. Patients 

treated within 48 hours from initial symptoms had a higher mortality than patients treated 

between days 3 to 90. Further, all patients that died within 30 days presented with a specific 

morphological marker, a large area of the false lumen in relation to the total aortic area. Study 

II included all patients diagnosed with AD in Sweden during 15 years (2002-2016). Every 

year, 7.2 out of 100 000 inhabitants were diagnosed. Out of the 8057 patients 29% died 

before hospital admission. Among the 5757 hospitalized patients, the number of surgical 

procedures performed increased while mortality decreased during the study-time. More 

women died before hospital admission, and women treated with surgical repair had a higher 

mortality than men. Study III described how patients with AD in Sweden, 2006-2015 were 



 

 

treated with medications. A majority (60%) were on antihypertensive medication prior to 

admission. Patients treated with antihypertensives and lipid lowering drugs (so called statins) 

at discharge from hospital lived longer than patients not receiving these treatments. Patients 

treated with surgical repair and patients managed with medications alone did benefit from 

different types of antihypertensive medication. Treatment with anticoagulants were not 

associated with neither better nor worse outcome. Study IV included all patients diagnosed 

with AD in Stockholm county 2012-2016. 2/3 had TAD and 1/3 had TBD. A majority had 

chest pain but painless dissection was more common than earlier described and patients 

presenting with painless dissection had higher mortality than patients with pain. Almost half 

of TAD patients not treated with surgery died within 24 hours. Elevation of markers for 

cardiac muscle injury (so called troponins) were more common in TAD than in TBD and an 

association to a higher mortality was described, both among patients with TAD and TBD. 

Patients with limited dissection had better outcome, both in TAD and TBD.  

Conclusion: This thesis describes and analyses patients with AD in unique defined 

populations. The disease is more common than earlier described. Mortality is decreasing. The 

main reason for this is probably that more patients with TAD are treated with surgery but 

better medical treatment can also be of importance. The results regarding medical 

management, concluding that patients with AD benefit from treatment with statins and a 

more individualised antihypertensive medication, might keep this positive trend going in the 

future. Some important markers for early outcome have been pointed out. Painless dissection, 

distal extension and elevation of troponins on admission can be of importance in risk 

stratification and in selecting treatment strategies in the future. The same is true for TBD 

patients with a large FLA. Finally, some important and worrying sex differences has been 

described. The reason why women have worse outcome than men has not been assessed in 

this thesis and needs to be analysed in future studies.   



POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING 

Introduktion: Aortadissektion uppkommer när en reva bildas i det innersta vägglagret i stora 

kroppspulsådern, aorta. Blodet börjar då flöda inuti kärlväggen och bildar en falsk kanal 

mellan innersta vägglagret och de två yttre vägglagren. Aortadissektion kan bli livshotande 

om aorta spricker, om dissektionen påverkar hjärtats funktion och/eller påverkar blodflödet 

till livsviktiga organ i kroppen. Den viktigaste klassificeringen enligt Stanford baseras på 

dissektionens utbredning och delar in patienterna i typ A, dissektioner som engagerar aorta 

närmast hjärtat före halskärlsavgångarna, och i typ B, resterande dissektioner. De viktigaste 

riskfaktorerna för aortadissektion är högt blodtryck, manligt kön och hög ålder. Det finns 

endast ett fåtal tidigare studier som har utvärderat samtliga patienter i en definierad 

befolkning. Det har därför varit svårt att på ett korrekt sätt beskriva hur vanlig sjukdomen är, 

hur sjukdomen utvecklas över tid och hur fördelningen av olika typer att dissektioner ser ut. 

Läkemedelsbehandling är viktig och välstuderad vid hjärt- och kärlsjukdomar såsom 

hjärtinfarkt och stroke men olika läkemedels roll i behandlingen av patienter med 

aortadissektion har i princip inte studerats alls.  

Målsättning: Huvudmålsättningen har varit att, genom studier på alla insjuknade i en 

definierad befolkning, kartlägga hur vanlig sjukdomen är, hur fördelningen av olika typer ser 

ut samt hur behandlingsstrategier ser ut. Vidare har målet varit att analysera vad som 

påverkar utfallet för patienterna och hur optimal behandling ser ut, specifikt med avseende på 

läkemedel. Slutligen har målet varit att kartlägga tidstrender och könsskillnader för 

ovanstående aspekter. 

Metod och resultat: Studie I involverade samtliga patienter i Stockholm som behandlats 

med ett tygklätt metallnät (så kallat stentgraft) inom 90 dagar från insjuknandet i 

aortadissektion typ B åren 2004-2015. Om denna kirurgiska behandling genomfördes inom 

48 timmar från symptomdebut medförde det en högre dödlighet. Samtliga patienter som dog 

inom 30 dagar uppvisade en bild på skiktröntgen med en stor area av den falska kanalen i 

relation till hela aortaarean. I studie II granskades samtliga patienter som diagnostiserats med 

eller avlidit av akut aortadissektion i Sverige 2002-2016. Varje år insjuknade i genomsnitt 7,2 

personer per 100 000 invånare och sjukdomen blev mindre vanlig hos män över tid. Fler 

patienter behandlades kirurgiskt och samtidigt så sjönk dödligheten. Andelen kvinnor var 

högre bland dem som dog utanför sjukhus och bland kirurgiskt behandlade patienter var 

dödligheten högre för kvinnor än för  män. Studie III involverade samtliga patienter som 

sjukhusvårdats för aortadissektion i Sverige 2006-2015. Här beskrivs för första gången vilken 



 

 

läkemedelsbehandling patienter fått före insjuknandet och efter utskrivning från sjukhus. 

Majoriteten var redan behandlade med blodtryckssänkande medicin före insjuknandet. 

Behandling med blodtryckssänkande medicin och med blodfettsänkande medicin (så kallade 

statiner) efter utskrivning förbättrade överlevnaden. Vilka typer av blodtryckssänkande 

mediciner som förbättrade överlevnaden skilde sig mellan patienter som behandlades 

kirurgiskt i kombination med läkemedel och patienter som enbart behandlades medicinskt. 

Blodförtunnande mediciner påverkade inte överlevnaden. I studie IV undersöktes samtliga 

patienter som sjukhusvårdats för akut aortadissektion i region Stockholm 2012-2016. 2/3 av 

patienterna hade typ A dissektion. Majoriteten hade bröstsmärta vid insjuknandet men en 

större andel patienter hade buksmärta och dissektion utan smärta jämfört med vad som 

tidigare är beskrivet. Patienter utan smärta hade en högre dödlighet. Patienter med typ A 

dissektion hade högre värden av hjärtskademarkörer (troponin) och lägre nivåer av 

blodplättar vid det akuta insjuknandet jämfört med patienter med typ B. Påverkan på dessa 

laboratorievärden var associerat med en högre dödlighet.  

Slutsatser: Denna avhandling har analyserat patienter med aortadissektion i väl definierade 

befolkningar. Sjukdomen är vanligare än vad man tidigare trott, vilket potentiellt kan göra att 

denna patientgrupp får mer resurser och att mer forskning ägnas denna sjukdom i framtiden. 

Glädjande nog så minskar dödligheten och troligen är ett ökat antal operationer en bidragande 

faktor. Patienter som insjuknar utan smärta och har påverkan på specifika laboratorieprover 

har en högre risk att dö, ett utfall som kanske en bättre övervakning och mer aggressiv 

behandling kan ändra på. Prognosen är också sämre för typ B patienter som behandlas med 

stentgraft inom 48 timmar och som har en stor area av den falska kanalen. Behandling med 

blodfettsänkande läkemedel och en mer individanpassad blodtryckssänkande behandling kan 

på sikt förbättra överlevnaden för denna patientgrupp. Slutligen så har kvinnor med 

aortadissektion, totalt sett, en högre risk att dö jämfört med män. Anledningen till detta 

behöver studeras vidare för att på sikt kunna utjämna denna oroande könsskillnad.   



ABSTRACT 

Background: Aortic dissection (AD) is a potentially life-threatening disease caused by a tear 

in the innermost layer of the aortic wall, the intima, resulting in blood flow between the layers 

of the aortic vessel wall. Main risk factors are hypertension, male sex and smoking. Evidence 

is mostly based on research including patients treated at specialist centers or from 

international registers whereas population-based studies are lacking. Hence, true incidence 

has been hard to determine. Sex differences have seldom been described and predictors of 

outcome need further attention. Correct classification is crucial in managing patients with 

AD. Patients with type A dissection (TAD) are mainly managed with open surgical repair 

(OSR) whereas patients with type B dissection (TBD) are managed medically or with 

Thoracic EndoVascular Aortic Repair (TEVAR). Pharmacological treatment is of great 

importance in managing patients with cardiovascular disease but the evidence on the effect of 

medical treatment in this patient group is limited.  

Aim: The overall aims of this thesis were to, by means of population-based studies, 

determine the incidence, describe trends in treatment and survival, characterize prognostic 

determinants and finally to explore the effect of pharmacological therapy in patients with AD.  

Method and results: All four studies were population-based. In Study I, all 53 patients 

treated with TEVAR for acute or subacute complicated TBD in Stockholm County were 

included. In univariate regression models, treatment within 48 hours from onset of the disease 

and a false lumen area (FLA) of more than 50% of the total aortic area at the level of the 

tracheal bifurcation were associated with increased 30-day mortality. Study II was a 

population-based register study including 8057 patients diagnosed with AD in Sweden during 

15 years. The incidence was 7.2 per 100 000 per year, decreasing in men over time. The 

proportion of patients managed through surgical or endovascular intervention increased and 

survival improved. A higher proportion of women died outside of hospital than men and 

among surgically treated patients, women suffered a poorer outcome. Study III included 

analysis of pharmacological treatment prior to admission and at discharge in 3951 patients 

diagnosed with AD in Sweden during 10 years. A majority (58%) were treated with 

antihypertensive medication prior to admission. Treatment with statins at discharge was 

associated with higher long-term survival whereas there was no association for anticoagulant 

and antiplatelet therapy. Optimal antihypertensive treatment differed between medically and 

surgically managed patients. Betablockers and angiotensin 2 receptor blockers were 

associated with higher long-term survival in surgically managed patients whereas calcium 

channel blockers and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors were associated with higher 



 

 

survival in medically managed patients. Study IV included all 344 patients diagnosed with 

acute AD in Stockholm County 2012-2016. TAD accounted for 2/3 of the cases. Painless 

dissection was more common than previously described and was associated with increased 

mortality. Elevated troponin T, above the upper reference limit, as well as thrombocytopenia 

at admission was more common in TAD than in TBD.  Troponin T elevation was associated 

with increased early mortality, both in patients with TAD and TBD, respectively, whereas 

thrombocytopenia was associated with worse outcome in patients with TAD. The DeBakey 

classification was useful in predicting early mortality, with higher mortality in type I 

compared to type II and in type IIIB compared to IIIA.  

Conclusion: This thesis, including four population-based studies, has demonstrated a higher 

incidence of AD than earlier described. As the frequency of surgical management increased, 

mortality in hospitalized patients decreased. Highlighting high risk features such as  painless 

dissection, elevated Troponin T, DeBakey I and IIIB at admission as well as a large FLA in 

patients treated with TEVAR, respectively,  may help clinicians predict outcome.  Moreover, 

the use of statins and improved individualization of antihypertensive treatment may possibly 

improve outcome of AD even further in the future.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1  OVERVIEW OF AORTIC DISSECTION 

1.1.1 Historical perspective 

In 1760, George II, king of England, suddenly died and an autopsy was performed, where a 

tear in the aortic wall and a bleeding between the layers of the aorta were described. The first 

known account of AD had thus been documented.1  In the early 19th century, Maunoir 

reported on “blood dissecting throughout the circumference of the aorta” and some years 

later, Laennec used the term “anevrisme disséquant”.1 The first case series of patients with 

AD was published by Beville Peacock in 1843 (Figure 1). It is astonishing how correct his 

conclusions were regarding this disease: “When the fissures were near the origin of the aorta 

... the extravasated blood readily makes its way into the sac of the pericardium ... and death 

is almost instantaneous... When the fissures are situated below the arch of the aorta, the 

blood ... tends to separate the coats in the lower portion of the vessel and rarely makes it way 

to its origin; and thus the disease may be in no degree accessory to the patients' death.”.2  

 

Figure 1 Copy of the original article on Dissection Aneurism by Dr. Thomas Beavill Peacock. (Edinb 

Med Surg J. 1843 Oct 1;60(157):276-302.). 

In 1958, Hirst et al. presented the groundbreaking paper on “Dissecting aneurysm of the 

aorta”, reviewing 505 cases, emphasizing the high mortality and the low frequency of 

diagnosis before death including the notion that medial degeneration was the 

pathophysiological cause of the dissection 3. In 1955, DeBakey presented improved outcome 

in patients with AD treated with OSR.4 The two most important classification systems of AD 

to date may also be considered to be a part of the history of the disease since the introduction 

already in 1965 by DeBakey and in 1970 by the Stanford group. 5, 6 But, actually, it was 
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Hume and Porter who first suggested that patients with dissections of the ascending and 

descending aorta, respectively, fared differently and that, maybe, they should also be treated 

differently.7   

1.1.2 Definition 

AD is caused by a tear in the innermost layer of the aortic wall, the intima, resulting in blood 

flow between the intima and the outer layers of the vessel wall, the media and the adventitia 

(Figure 2).8 This new canal in the vessel wall is called the false lumen whereas the normal 

pathway of blood flow in the aorta is through the true lumen. Blood can flow in the false 

lumen both in an antegrade and retrograde direction in the aorta. The proximal tear is called 

the entry. At the disruption of the false lumen, one or more re-entries are often present. In 

some cases, bleeding in the aortic wall may be the cause of AD.8 The term acute aortic 

syndrome includes the pathophysiologically related diseases AD, intramural hematoma (IH) 

and penetrating aortic ulcer (PAU).9-11 IH is defined as an hematoma in the aortic wall 

without detectable blood flow in the hematoma and in a majority of cases, neither a proximal 

nor a distal entry tear is detectable.10  

 

Figure 2 Entry tear in the intima of the ascending aorta forming a false lumen extending through the 

aortic arch and further into the descending aorta 

1.1.3 Anatomy of the aorta 

The aorta is the largest artery of the human body. It originates from the left ventricle of the 

heart, being separated from the heart by the aortic valve, and it terminates at the bifurcation at 

the origin of the iliac arteries. The part of the aorta extending from the aortic valve to the 

brachiocephalic trunk is called the ascending aorta. The segment from the brachiocephalic 

trunk to distal to the origin of the left subclavian artery is called the aortic arch. From distal to 
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the left subclavian artery to the coeliac trunk, the aorta is called the descending aorta and the 

part distal to the coeliac trunk is called the abdominal aorta. In a descending order, the 

important vessels originating from the aorta are: the coronary arteries, the brachiocephalic 

trunk, the left common carotid artery, the left subclavian artery, the coeliac trunk, the superior 

mesenteric artery, the renal arteries and the inferior mesenteric artery.8  

1.1.4 Classification 

The Stanford and the DeBakey classifications of AD, respectively, were proposed more than 

five decades ago, but are still valid and widely used. The DeBakey classification is based on 

the location of the intimal tear and the extent of the dissection whereas the distinctive feature 

of the Stanford classification is whether the ascending aorta is dissected or not (Figure 3). If it 

is, the condition is defined as type A dissection (TAD). If the ascending aorta is not involved, 

it is defined as type B dissection (TBD) 6.  

Figure 3 Classification of AD according to DeBakey and the Stanford group.  

In the majority of TBD cases, the intimal tear is located just distal to the left subclavian artery 

and a distal re-entry tear is present in 90% of patients.12, 13 AD involving the aortic arch but 

not the ascending aorta is not properly defined in the original article describing the Stanford 

classification and there is no consensus regarding the classification of these patients.6, 14 The 

International registry of acute aortic dissection (IRAD) collaborators and the joint guidelines 

from the American Heart Association (AHA) and the American College of Cardiology 

(ACC) categorize these patients as having TBD.14-16 According to the DeBakey classification, 

introduced in 1965 and modified in 1982, dissections with the entry tear in the ascending 
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aorta are classified as either type I (extending beyond the brachiocephalic trunk) or type II 

(limited to the ascending aorta).5, 17 In DeBakey type III, the entry tear is located in the 

descending aorta. In type IIIA the dissection is limited to the descending aorta whereas in 

type IIIB, it extends further.5  

TBD can be further divided into uncomplicated or complicated. Complications may be acute 

or develop later in the course of the disease. Acute complications include rupture, impending 

rupture/periaortic hematoma, malperfusion of viscera or extremities, and rapid aortic 

expansion. Refractory hypertension and refractory pain are sometimes also regarded as 

complications (although controversial), as described in the European Society for Vascular 

Surgery (ESVS) and the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines.18, 19 One third of 

patients with TBD have been reported to present with acute complications.15  

AD is categorized as acute during the first 14 days, as subacute day 15-90 and as chronic later 

than 90 days after the day of onset.19-21 The 14-day definition of acute dissection was initially 

based on old autopsy studies concluding that 74% of the deaths from AD occurred during the 

first two weeks.3, 20 The subacute phase was introduced later and is of particular clinical 

importance in TBD, as some cases of acute uncomplicated dissection turn into complicated 

disease early on.21, 22 The suggested length of the subacute phase has been debated but 

nowadays, day 15-90 is a widely used definition.8, 21, 23 The IRAD consortium introduced the 

hyperacute phase (the first 24 h) in a study investigating mortality in different time-periods in 

AD patients.22  

The term acute aortic syndrome include AD, IH and PAU.11 Acute aortic syndrome was 

classified by Villacosta et al. in 2001, and further modified by Erbel et al. in the ESC 

guidelines in 2014.10, 19 IH is defined as a hematoma in the medial layer of the aortic wall of 

more than 5 mm and the absence of blood-flow, i.e. absence of contrast forming a false 

lumen on computer tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).19 Proportions of 

patients with IH among patients with acute aortic syndrome has been reported to be 6%.24 

Reports on Stanford classification in patients with IH are diverging were some report 

proportions similar to AD and others report type B IH to be more common than type A IH.24, 

25 Clinical presentation is similar to that of AD with the exception that symptoms of 

malperfusion such as neurological deficit and lower limb ischemia as well as aortic 

insufficiency have been reported to be less common in patients with IH.24, 25 The risk of early 

complications and death in patients with type A IH managed medically has been reported to 

be equally high as in TAD patients managed medically. Hence, it is suggested that these 

conditions should be treated in the same way, with early OSR as first-line treatment.19, 24, 25  
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Attempts have been made to modernize the anatomical AD classifications by DeBakey and 

Stanford, respectively, with the addition of pathophysiological categorization and more 

variables. The DISSECT mnemonic was introduced to stratify patients based on anatomical 

and clinical manifestations, with the intention to simplify communication and to individualize 

treatment. The DISSECT classification encompasses the features duration, intimal tear 

location, size of aorta, segmental extent, clinical complications and thrombosis of false lumen 

26. The Penn classification was introduced as a way to stratify patients based on malperfusion 

and/or circulatory compromise.27-30  

Last year, a joint committee from the Society for Vascular Surgery and the Society of 

Thoracic Surgeons presented yet another new classification system for AD.31 According to 

the new scheme, the anatomical classification is based on the location of the primary entry 

tear. AD with the entry in the ascending aorta is classified as A, whereas entry in another part 

of the aorta is categorized as B. Specific zones of  the aorta and the iliac arteries are given 

certain numbers and the extent of the dissection is described by adding these numbers after 

the initial letter, for example A8 or B2,9. To further exemplify, a dissection with the entry tear 

just distal to the left subclavian artery with proximal extension involving the ascending aorta 

and distal extension to the external iliac artery is defined as B0,11. In AD where the entry tear 

is impossible to define, the letter I for indeterminate is used. IMH and PAU are included in 

the definition and described in the same way, for example IMH3,7 or PAU4. If multiple PAUs 

are present, yet another zone number is added, PAU1,2,5. The temporal classification in this 

new scheme is coherent with the description above. Acute TBD is further described as 

complicated (rupture or malperfusion), uncomplicated or high-risk. High-risk features include 

refractory pain, refractory hypertension, readmission or specific radiographic features (aortic 

diameter > 40 mm, radiological signs of malperfusion, false lumen diameter > 22 mm or 

entry tear in the lesser curve).31 Furthermore, the committee recommends thorough 

descriptions of the objective and details of medical as well as surgical management in all 

kinds of research on AD.31  

1.1.5 Epidemiology 

The ESC guidelines on thoracic aortic disease from 2014 stated that up-to-date data on AD 

epidemiology are scarce19. Most studies are either small or non-population-based. 

Accordingly, the true incidence of AD has been hard to determine 19. Data on incidence 

reported in guidelines were derived from small population-based studies and span from 2.5-6 

per 100 000 per year (Table 1). 19, 32-36 In the Oxford vascular study (n=54 AD cases), the 

annual incidence was 6 per 100 000, including hospitalized patients and individuals deceased 
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without concurrent hospital stay, in a population-based setting in a county of 93 000 

inhabitants.33 A national Swedish registry-based study reported an increasing annual 

incidence of thoracic aortic disease, aneurysm and dissection, from 10.7 to 16.3 per 100 000 

in men and from 7.1 to 9.0 per 100 000 in women, respectively, during the period 1987-

200237. More recent population-based studies from Iceland and Canada reported an annual 

incidence of 2.5 and 4.6 per 100 000, respectively35, 36. Another prospective cohort study in 

Sweden described an incidence of 15 per 100 000 per patient-years at risk in 65-75 years old 

individuals.38 Since out-of-hospital deaths has been reported to occur in 18-49% of patients 

with acute AD, studies excluding this group naturally present lower incidence numbers.8, 33, 35, 

37, 39 

Reports on mean age at onset of disease are also divergent. Patients included in studies from 

international registers and specialist centres are generally younger than patients in population-

based studies (Table 1).15, 33, 35, 36, 40 In IRAD, mean age was 63 years, compared to 72 years 

in the Oxford vascular study.15, 33 Several studies have reported that women are older than 

men at time of diagnosis.33, 41-44 In the Oxford vascular study, women with AD had a mean 

age of 79 years as compared to a mean age of 67 years in men.33 Further, when data from 

IRAD is compared to the Oxford vascular study, mean age was 62 years in TAD and 64 years 

in TBD in IRAD, as compared to 73 years in TAD and 71 years in TBD in the Oxford 

vascular study.33  
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Table 1. Important studies on incidence and sex differences in AD 

Reference Study design 

Number 

of 

patients Mean age 

Percentage 

of women 

Incidence 

per 100 000 

Howard, et al, 

2013.33 Population-based 54 72 40% 6.0 

Clouse, et al, 2004.4 Population-based 39 67 36% 3.5 

McClure, et al, 

2018.36 Population-based 5966 66 39% 4.6 

Melvinsdottir. et al, 

2016.35 Population-based 153 67 39% 2.5 

Landenhed. et al, 

201638 

Middle aged 

patients 
70 62 34% 15.0 

Kurz et al, 201745 Population-based 550 61 35% 11.9 

Nienaber, et al, 

2004.9 

IRAD 

Sex differences 
1078 62 32% - 

Conway, et al, 

2015.10 

Multicentre  

Sex differences 
251 67 31% - 

Liang, et al, 2017.12 
Population-based 

Sex differences 
9855 66 43% - 

Maitusong, et al, 

2016.13 

Multicentre 

Sex differences 
400 51 24% - 

Pape, et al, 201517 IRAD 4428 63 37% - 

Lombardi, et al, 

201215 STABLE-trial 40 58 30% - 

Abbreviations: IRAD International Registry of Acute Aortic Dissection, STABLE Study of Thoracic 

Aortic type B dissection using EndoLuminal repair 

1.1.6 Guidelines and the international registry 

Both the ESC and the two major American societies, ACC and AHA, have published 

guidelines on the management of patients with AD 14, 19. The most recent guidelines on this 

subject were compiled by the ESVS in 2017 18. Many recommendations in guidelines are 

based on data from IRAD. IRAD is a collaboration of specialist centres from four continents, 

North America, Europe, Asia and Australia. Their first report was published in the year 2000. 

It included patients from twelve centres in six countries 46. Since then, IRAD has expanded, 
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now including 30 centres from 11 countries. In 2018, the 20-year experience of more than 80 

IRAD articles including more than 7300 patients was published 15. More than 60% of patients 

in IRAD were referred from other hospitals; hence, it is important to acknowledge that the 

reports are based in part on selected cohorts, plausibly younger and healthier patients than 

population-based cohorts.15, 47 Furthermore, a majority of the IRAD-publications on TBD 

include a mix of acute complicated and uncomplicated disease. Another collaboration, the 

Nordic Consortium for Acute type A Aortic Dissection (NORCAAD), includes data on 

surgically treated patients with TAD from Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Iceland. The first 

publication from the consortium in 2016 included 1159 patients treated in 2005-2014.48 As 

for patients included in IRAD, it is important to acknowledge that patients in NORCAAD 

also are a selected cohort of plausibly younger and healthier patients than what would be 

reported in a population-based AD cohort.48   

1.2  PATHOPHYSIOLOGY AND RISK FACTORS  

1.2.1 The normal aorta 

The main function of the aorta is to work as a conduit of blood, providing the organs of the 

body with blood. In systole, the heart works as an active pump, delivering blood from the left 

ventricle into the aorta and further on. In diastole, the elastic fibres facilitates the action of the 

aorta through the so-called Windkessel function, distributing blood throughout the body. The 

aorta also plays a key role in regulation of the blood pressure via pressure responsive 

receptors. Like the walls of all other arteries, the aortic wall is composed of the tunica intima, 

the tunica media and the tunica adventitia. The intima is the innermost layer and consists of 

an internal elastic lamina, the basal membrane and an endothelial monolayer. As the intima is 

in direct contact with the blood, its role is to prevent injury and thrombosis. The media is 

composed of elastic and collagen fibres surrounded by a smooth muscle layer and its main 

function is to provide elasticity and maintain the integrity of the artic wall. The outermost 

layer of the aortic wall, the adventitia, contains manly collagen and vasa vasorum, 

responsible for providing the aorta and the surrounding nerve fibres with blood. The aorta is 

innervated by vagal afferent fibres and aortic injury results in perception of pain via these 

fibers.49 

1.2.2 Changes in the aortic wall 

The initiating event in acute AD is the development of an intimal flap. The 

pathophysiological mechanism behind this process is considered multifactorial but 

compromised structural or functional properties of the aortic wall as well as mechanical aortic 
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wall stress both have been acknowledged to play key roles.8, 50 The potential role of 

atherosclerosis in the origin of AD is uncertain and not as strongly correlated as in other 

cardiovascular diseases50. Coexisting coronary heart disease was reported in 4% of patients 

with TAD and 22% of patients with TBD, respectively.51 Medial degeneration is considered 

one of the most important factors affecting the structural function of the aortic wall.50 This 

process itself is multifactorial and cystic medial necrosis is one possible cause. Historically, 

cystic medial necrosis was thought to be the main cause of the development of AD, but it 

now seems to be the case mainly in patients with connective tissue disorders.50 Another 

possible aetiology of medial degeneration might be elastic fibre dysfunction. A decrease in 

the number of elastic fibres and loss of interconnecting elastic fibres in the medial layer at the 

level of the entry tear has been reported in AD patients.50, 52 Thickened collagen fibres and a 

thinned or totally lost basement membrane has also been reported in AD patients at the level 

of the entry tear.52 Degeneration of the vasa vasorum and ischemia of the outer medial layer 

is another possible cause.50, 53, 54 Further, increased inflammatory activity in the aortic wall is 

a possible pathophysiological mechanism behind the development of AD. Increased levels of 

pro-inflammatory proteins such as matrix metalloproteases and vascular endothelial growth 

factor has been reported in AD patients.55 An increase in the expression of matrix 

metalloproteases has been seen in smooth muscle cells in both the intima and the media.52  

1.2.3 Important risk factors 

Hypertension is the co-morbidity factor with the clearest association to AD, reported to be 

present in 65-86% of dissection patients.8, 15, 19, 32, 33, 38, 50, 56 In a Swedish prospective cohort 

study the incidence of AD was markedly higher in individuals with hypertension.38 A case-

control study from 2019 reported on an association between diagnosed hypertension and the 

risk of developing AD as well as an association between poor compliance to antihypertensive 

agents and/or poorly controlled hypertension as risk factors.57 In young AD patients, the 

proportion with a history of hypertension is lower and young patients are less likely to present 

with hypertension at the time of diagnosis.58 There are different hypotheses on the 

pathophysiological mechanisms relating hypertension to AD. Hypertension reduces blood 

flow to the vasa vasorum causing ischemia in the external media resulting in medial necrosis 

and reduced elasticity of the aortic wall.50 Together with dyslipidaemia, smoking and other 

pro-atherosclerotic risk factors, hypertension promotes intimal thickening, fibrosis, 

extracellular matrix degradation and calcification of the aortic wall.8 In addition, hypertension 

increases sheer stress of the aortic wall favouring the development of a lesion, where, in turn, 

an entry tear might originate.50  
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A clear male dominance is seen among AD patients, in most studies around two thirds are 

men15, 35, 37, 59. In a Swedish prospective cohort study, male sex was associated with higher 

incidence of AD than female sex.38 The incidence of AD increases with age.37, 38 In the 

oxford vascular study, the annual incidence in individuals of the age group 65-75 years was 

35 per 100 000 compared to an annual incidence of 6.0 per 100 000 in the entire cohort.33 

Active as well as passive smoking has been associated with increased incidence of AD but 

the association has not been described as clearly as for development of abdominal aortic 

aneurysm (AAA).38, 60 

1.2.4 Genetics 

Up to 13-22% of patients with AD have a relative with either AD or thoracic aortic aneurysm 

(TAA), plausibly indicating some kind of hereditary predisposition.61-63 Such patients tend to 

present with AD at a younger age.61 Consequently, up to 50% of AD patients below the age 

of 40 have a genetic disorder.58, 63 TAD is more frequently associated with genetic disorders 

than TBD, which is more often associated with high age, hypertension and atherosclerosis.64 

Marfans syndrome, Ehlers-Danlos syndrome and Loeys-Dietz syndrome are some of the 

genetic disorders predisposing for development of AD. Genes coding for proteins of 

importance for the function of the vessel wall are deficient in these disorders.62 Defective 

proteins that have been identified include fibrillin-1, transforming growth factor beta, alpha 

actin 2 and myosin heavy chain 11.62 Recent studies have reported on the role of microRNA, 

long-non-coding RNA and circular RNA in regulating possible pathophysiological 

mechanisms in the development of AD.55 One can hope for possible targets of 

pharmacological treatment in the future.55 

1.3  MANAGEMENT AND OUTCOME 

1.3.1 Diagnostics 

Early diagnosis is essential. In the case series presented by Hirst et al. in 1955, 21% died 

within 24 hours and 37% within 48 hours.3 These results, often cited as a mortality of 1-2% 

per hour, are until this day often used to motivate the importance of early diagnosis. It is 

impossible to diagnose AD with a high degree of certainty by mere clinical examination. 

Biochemical markers and Electrocardiogram (ECG) play a certain role but imaging is always 

needed to obtain correct diagnosis.8, 18, 19, 62 Use of many different diagnostic tools is 

associated with worse outcome, pointing at the importance of early diagnosis.65 
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1.3.1.1 Clinical signs 

The patient typically presents to the emergency department with severe chest- or back pain 

with abrupt onset.15, 19, 23 Most patients describe the pain as the worse pain they have ever 

experienced but characterization of the pain does not correlate to diagnosis.46 Chest pain is 

the predominant symptom of TAD whereas patients with TBD more often present with back 

pain.46 The characteristic hyperacute onset of pain could help differentiating from other 

conditions.23 Proportion of patients presenting with abdominal pain range from 5% to 43%, 

probably because of diverging definitions where some list isolated abdominal pain and some 

include patients with concurrent abdominal pain.15, 18, 19, 46 Isolated abdominal pain may 

mimic other conditions and delay diagnosis.15 Painless dissection has been reported to be 

rare, 4-6% overall and 4% in patients with TBD.66, 67 Neurological symptoms, dyspnoea or 

lower extremity ischemia are reported symptoms in these patients.68 Consequently, painless 

dissection has been associated with delayed diagnosis and delayed surgery in TAD patients.69 

The majority of patients with TBD presented with hypertension, whereas less than half of the 

patients with TAD did.15 Hypotension was more common in patients with TAD than in TBD 

patients.15 Pulse deficit, often described as an important clinical sign in AD, has been 

described to be present in only 25% of AD patients.15 Hypotension as well as pulse deficit has 

been associated with malperfusion.70 Further, malperfusion has been reported to be present in 

20-48% of patients with TAD.71-74 Neurological deficit occurred in 10% of patients at 

diagnosis and the proportions did not differ between TAD and TBD whereas syncope was 

reported in 13%, more commonly occurring in TAD (19%).15, 19, 75   

1.3.1.2 Biomarkers 

No biomarker in clinical practice can diagnose AD with acceptable sensitivity and specificity. 

D-dimer, a fibrin degradation product present in the blood after fibrinolytic activity, is 

elevated in almost all patients with AD and a normal D-dimer can rule out AD with a 

sensitivity of 97%.76 A meta-analysis conducted in 2011 concluded that a D-dimer of < 0.5 

mg/L can be used to identify patients wo are unlikely to have AD.77 Younger patients, 

patients with a short dissected segment and patients with a a thrombosed false lumen have 

been reported to have lower levels of D-dimer at diagnosis and D-dimer should therefore be 

used as a rule-out-biomarker with great caution in these patients78. Patients with AD has been 

shown to have higher levels of D-dimer compared to patients with other cardiovascular 

emergencies suggesting that a high level of D-dimer (> 1.6 mg/L) would increase the 

likelihood of AD in a patient presenting with acute chest pain.76 In patients with TAD, high 

D-dimer levels at admission has been associated with increased in-hospital mortality.79, 80 In 
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AD patients in general, high levels of D-dimer at admission has been associated with 

increased long-term mortality.81  

Troponin is a regulatory protein of importance in contraction of skeletal and cardiac muscle. 

Troponin T and I, respectively, are cardiac-specific. Thus, elevated levels of these proteins in 

plasma is a sign of damage to the cardiac myocytes, the main cause of elevation being 

myocardial infarction. However, elevation of troponins in plasma may also be the result of 

other conditions like hypotension/shock, cardiac failure including cardiac tamponade as well 

as renal failure, all possible co-existing conditions in patients with AD.82 Troponin has been 

reported to be elevated in 27-36% of patients with AD.83-85 A meta-analysis conducted in 

2016 concluded that elevated troponins at admission in patients with AD was associated with 

increased in-hospital mortality.83 Hence, it should be remembered that troponin elevation per 

se in patients with acute chest or back pain is not specific for acute coronary syndrome and 

does not rule out AD.82 

C-reactive protein (CRP) is regarded as an acute-phase protein of hepatic origin and plasma 

levels are elevated as a response to inflammation 4-6 h after the beginning of the 

inflammatory reaction.86 CRP has been reported to increase gradually in patients with AD, 

peaking on day 4 in medically managed patients, and a prolonged elevation or a re-elevation 

of CRP was associated with adverse aortic events.86 A meta-analysis from 2019 reported that 

high levels of CRP at admission were associated with increased short-term mortality as well 

as impaired long-term survival in patients with AD.87  

Platelets, or thrombocytes, are one of the components of blood in humans. Their function is 

to react to vessel wall injury to prevent bleeding by adhering to the vessel wall and forming a 

blood clot. Comparing patients with TAD undergoing emergency surgery to patients 

undergoing elective aortic surgery for aortic aneurysms, patients with TAD had lower platelet 

levels.88 Postoperative thrombocytopenia after Thoracic EndoVascular Aortic Repair 

(TEVAR) for TBD was associated with increased incidence of postoperative complications 

as well as increased in-hospital mortality.89 Furthermore, thrombocytopenia during 

hospitalization has been associated with increased long-term mortality in TBD patients.89, 90  

Several other biomarkers exist that reflect injury to vascular smooth muscle, vascular 

interstitium or vessel wall injury and they may be elevated in AD. Such markers include 

smooth muscle myosin, calponin and transforming growth factor beta. However, these 

biomarkers have limited use in clinical practice.62  
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1.3.1.3 Imaging and ECG 

CT, MRI and TEE all have a sensitivity of nearly 100% in diagnosing AD 91, 92. CT has the 

advantage of being widely available, fast and non-invasive 62. CT and MRI also have the 

advantage of providing information about cardiac, vascular and intrathoracic anatomy as 

compared to TEE 62. In CT, it is recommended to use ECG-gated acquisition protocols and to 

combine non-enhanced CT and CT contrast-enhanced CT angiogram 19.  

An ECG is an obvious diagnostic tool (combined with troponin T or I) in patients with chest 

pain, mainly to confirm or rule out acute coronary syndrome. It is important to recognize that 

patients with acute AD often present with abnormal ECGs. Unspecific pathological ECG 

changes are reported to be present in 42% of patients with AD and 5-16% have findings 

indicating acute myocardial ischemia.15, 84 

1.3.2 Type A dissection 

TAD is a cardiovascular emergency in the need of rapid diagnosis and treatment.19 Without 

surgery, the risk of lethal complications such as aortic rupture, cardiac tamponade, 

myocardial infarction, acute heart failure or end organ malperfusion is high.19, 23 In-hospital 

mortality in medically managed patients with TAD included in IRAD was 58%, not changing 

over time.15, 46  

1.3.2.1 Open surgical repair 

OSR is the lifesaving treatment in patients with TAD.19, 23, 93 The aim is to resect the entry 

tear, and restore blood-flow in the true lumen of the aorta.23, 62 This can be achieved with 

different methods depending on the proximal and distal extent of the dissection.19, 23, 62 The 

majority of patients can be managed with supracoronary replacement of the aorta with a graft, 

the proportions of patients treated that way amounted to 74% in NORCAAD, 59% in IRAD 

and 69% in the German Register of Acute Aortic Dissection (GERAAD).15, 94, 95 A consensus 

document of the European Association of Cardio-Thoracic Surgery and ESVS point to the 

importance of accounting for the risk of future complications and planning the proximal 

repair with that in mind.96 The proportions of patients in IRAD managed surgically has 

increased over time, from 79% in early reports to 90% in more recent reports.47  

1.3.2.2 Early mortality and prognostic markers 

Early mortality after surgical repair for TAD has been reported to be 16% in NORCAAD, 

18% in IRAD and 17% in GERAAD.15, 72, 97 Results are better in high volume centres than in 

low volume centres (with a cut-of at 100 operations during the study period of seven years).98 
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Some reports present a continuous decrease in 30-day mortality after surgical repair for TAD, 

for example a decrease from 25% to 18% in IRAD from 2000 to 2013, whereas others have 

reported unchanged mortality rates, in the first two decades of the 21st century.99, 100  

Some important predictors of impaired outcome in patients with TAD can be listed. Initial 

misdiagnosis as well as delayed diagnosis (<24 h) have been associated with increased 

mortality among surgically managed patients.101 Plausible reasons for delayed diagnosis, such 

as painless dissection, elevated troponin and ECG changes suggestive of myocardial 

ischemia, have each also been associated with increased mortality one by one.68, 83, 84, 102-104 

Furthermore, pericardial tamponade and myocardial infarction at presentation as well as 

perioperative hypotension/shock have been associated with increased early mortality.71, 73, 103 

Coma or stroke at presentation has been reported in 10% of patients with TAD.105 In 

medically managed TAD patients, individuals with coma had an in-hospital mortality of 

100% and patients with stroke 76%, whereas after surgery, mortality was 44% in coma 

patients and 27% in patients with stroke.106 Postoperative return of brain function was 

reported in 79% of coma patients and 84% of patients with preoperative stroke.106 

Preoperative signs of any malperfusion as well as bowel ischemia has been associated with 

higher early mortality, increasing with number of organs effected.71-73, 107  

There are no clear recommendations on when to refrain from OSR in patients with acute 

TAD. Old age has been reported to be associated with increased surgical mortality but at the 

same time, surgical management is associated with lower mortality than medical 

management in patients above 70 years of age.100 Therefore, it has been recommended that 

old age alone should be not be the reason to turn down a patient from OSR.19, 100 The Penn 

classification can be used to predict outcome in patients with TAD based on status at 

presentation and it is a possible tool in identifying patients unfit for surgery.29 Patients 

without malperfusion and circulatory collapse (Penn class Aa) had a 30-day mortality of 13% 

after surgical repair.101 Urgent aortic wrapping has been suggested as an alternative surgical 

treatment in fragile patients with TAD with promising results.108  

1.3.2.3 Long-term complications and mortality 

Some patients with TAD treated with OSR will eventually develop post-dissection aneurysms 

during follow-up. Age over 60 years, male gender and COPD have been associated with an 

increased risk of distal aneurysm development.109 Smoking has been associated with 

increased false lumen diameter during follow up.109 Furthermore, a maximum aortic diameter 

of 40 mm and a patent false lumen have also been associated with rapid postoperative aortic 
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expansion.110 Post dissection aneurysms in the aortic arch have traditional been managed with 

open arch replacement and elephant trunk, but recently, hybrid procedures and isolated 

endovascular procedures have emerged as alternative approaches.96, 111 In surgically managed 

patients surviving 30-days, medium-term survival is improving.112 In patients with a patent 

false lumen after surgery for TAD, a visible entry tear larger than 10 mm as well as a 

maximum aortic diameter of more than 45 mm have been associated with impaired long-term 

survival.113 

1.3.3 Acute complicated type B dissection 

The basic objective in the management of TBD patients is to treat life-threatening conditions 

as well as to prevent progression of dissection and development of complications.18 Acute 

life-threatening complications include aortic rupture or imminent rupture and malperfusion of 

vital organs. These conditions as well as hypotension and shock, have been associated with 

increased early mortality in patients with acute TBD.18, 114, 115 Rapid aortic expansion 

increases the risk of aortic rupture. Hence, it is included in the definition of acute complicated 

TBD.18 Some include refractory pain and refractory hypertension in the definition of acute 

complicated TBD18, 19 In TBD patients initially classified as uncomplicated and managed 

medically, refractory hypertension and/or pain was associated with increased in-hospital 

mortality.116 Further, mortality was lower in surgically treated patients compared to medically 

managed patients with refractory hypertension and/or pain (20 vs 36%).116 

Malperfusion in AD may be either static or dynamic. Static malperfusion is a fixed 

obstruction of a vessel caused by either thrombosis of the false lumen extending into a branch 

vessel, thrombosis of a branch vessel ostium or vessel compression by the false lumen.117-119 

Dynamic malperfusion may be due to reduced blood flow in a branch vessel originating from 

a compressed or collapsed true lumen or due to an intermittent occlusion of a branch vessel 

caused by the intimal flap propagating into the vessel, usually varying with the heart cycle. 

117, 120 Dynamic malperfusion is reported to be the principal mechanism in approximately 

80% of all cases with malperfusion.120 

1.3.3.1 Surgery and endovascular management 

Historically, complicated TBD were managed with OSR with high mortality. Mortality rates 

described in a review article from 1999 ranged from 28% to 65% in patients with 

complicated TBD managed surgically.121 The unique results presented by Crawford in 1990 

with a 30 day mortality of 4% following OSR were not included in the report.20  
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In the late 1990s, TEVAR was introduced as a safe surgical method for patients with 

complicated TBD.122, 123 Since then, several studies have demonstrated lower mortality after 

TEVAR than after OSR.15, 65, 124-127 In IRAD, among all patients with TBD, treatment 

strategies shifted in favour of TEVAR over the years, with an increase from 7% to 31%, 

whereas a decrease was seen in OSR, from 17% to 9%, as well as in isolated medical 

management, from 75% to 57%.47 The aim of endovascular repair is to cover the primary 

entry tear, thereby reducing blood pressure in the false lumen.18, 122, 123 The proximal end of 

the stantgraft needs to be placed in a non-dissected landing zone.8 In contrast to treatment of 

TAAs with TEVAR, it is not recommended to oversize the stentgraft, to use balloon 

dilatation of the stentgraft or to use proximal bare stents.8, 128, 129 The main aim of TEVAR in 

acute complicated TBD is to cover the primary entry tear but it is also of great importance to 

consider some kind of treatment for the distal re-entrys and the distal extent of the 

dissection.130 The STABLE I study has reported on TEVAR using a proximal stentgraft 

covering the primary entry tear and a distal bare metal stent extending into the abdominal 

aorta in patients with complicated TBD, with a 30-day mortality of 5% and a 5-year survival 

of 79%.131, 132 More recent data from the STABLE II study using the same technique in 

patients with rupture and/or malperfusion in the acute phase, with 30-day mortality of 7% and 

a complete or partial thrombosis of the false lumen at the bare stent region of 96%.130 Data 

extracted from centres using the PETTICOAT technique, which is basically the same as 

described in the STABLE study, have shown full remodelling of the distal aorta.133 In 

addition, later data using the extended PETTICOAT strategy, have described the use of bare 

stents with the proximal end in the stentgraft and the distal end in the common iliac arteries 

with promising results.134 In contrast, the ESVS guidelines state that there is no evidence 

supporting that distal coverage of the aorta and/or the iliac arteries is needed routinely as a 

complement to TEVAR in patients with TBD.18  

1.3.3.2 Early mortality and prognostic markers 

In-hospital mortality in patients with complicated TBD receiving medical therapy alone has 

been reported to be 50%.32 Further, meta-analyses on TEVAR for acute complicated TBD 

reported an early mortality ranging from 9-11%.135-137 “The deadly triad” (hypotension/shock, 

absence of chest/back pain and branch vessel involvement) includes important predictors of 

in-hospital mortality114 In painless TBD, the increased early mortality reported was probably 

a consequence of delayed diagnosis and early neurological complications.66-68 

Hypotension/shock as well as malperfusion (including limb ischemia and acute renal failure) 
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were listed as predictors of impaired early outcome.138 Isolated acute limb ischemia has also 

been associated with increased mortality.139  

1.3.3.3 Complications after TEVAR 

Meta-analyses reporting on early complications after TEVAR, show retrograde TAD at a 

frequency of 2-3%, stroke at a frequency of 2-3% and paraplegia  at a frequency of 2-9%.135-

137 Retrograde TAD has been reported to occur more frequently after TEVAR for TBD in the 

acute phase as compared to after TEVAR for chronic TBD or TAA.129 Risk factors for 

retrograde TAD also included usage of proximal bare stents and a landing zone in the aortic 

arch.129, 140 Early mortality in patients with retrograde TAD after TEVAR has been reported 

to be high (37%).129 

1.3.4 Acute uncomplicated type B dissection 

Guidelines on AD agree on medical treatment alone as primary therapeutic strategy in 

patients with uncomplicated TBD.18, 19 However, the ESVS guidelines state that TEVAR may 

be considered in selected patients.18 A systematic review and meta-analysis from 2020 on 

TEVAR vs best medical therapy (BMT) alone as treatment in patients with uncomplicated 

TBD in the acute and subacute phase reported no difference in early mortality.141 Even 

though the risk of overall late mortality was higher in medically managed patients, these 

patients had a lower early stroke risk than patients treated with TEVAR and the report 

concluded that it remains uncertain whether pre-emptive TEVAR is beneficial in patients 

with uncomplicated TBD.141 Arch involvement has been reported in 17% of patients with 

TBD (both acute complicated and uncomplicated), and if managed medically, these patients 

had the same early and late mortality as TBD patients without arch involvement, suggesting 

that these patients should be managed according to the same treatment algorithm.16, 142  

1.3.4.1 Treatment goals 

It has been acknowledged that cardiovascular diagnoses other than the AD itself account for 

40-70% of late deaths in patients with chronic TBD.18, 121 A study from 2020 on more than 

700 patients treated with TEVAR for uncomplicated TBD reported that preoperative smokers 

had impaired long-term survival compared to nonsmokers.143 Based on these data, it is 

reasonable to believe that patients with AD would benefit from the same tertiary preventive 

recommendations and treatments as patients suffering from stroke and myocardial infarction. 

As for treatment of hypertension in the chronic phase, the ESVS guidelines recommend a 

systolic blood pressure below 130 mmhg and a diastolic pressure below 85 mmhg, preferably 

by using beta blockers.18 This statement is supported by a study from 2001 on 71 patients 
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with chronic TBD where the 51 patients treated with beta blockers had lower incidence of 

aneurysm development and fewer readmissions than the 20 patients treated with other 

antihypertensive drugs.144 The ESC guidelines recommend treatment below 140 systolic 

pressure and 90 diastolic pressure and give no recommendations on which specific 

antihypertensive agents to use in the chronic phase.19  

1.3.5 Chronic type B dissection  

Some patients with primarily uncomplicated TBD will develop complications during the 

subacute or chronic phase. It has been described that around one third of patients with TBD 

only on medical therapy will develop aneurysmal degeneration (aortic diameter > 55 mm) or 

rapid aortic growth (> 10 mm over 12 months).111 When defining post dissection aneurysm as 

a dilatation above 60 mm in diameter, a frequency of 15% aneurysm development has been 

reported145 Retrospective studies comparing BMT alone and TEVAR + BMT for 

uncomplicated TBD have reported on improved long-term survival in patients treated with 

TEVAR.146 Two randomized controlled trials comparing BMT and TEVAR + BMT in 

uncomplicated TBD have been conducted, one with TEVAR in the acute phase (the 

ADSORB trial) and one with TEVAR in the subacute or chronic phase (the INSTEAD trial). 

In the ADSORB trial, 61 patients were randomized, 30 patients were treated with TEVAR 

and 31 with BMT alone.147 Primary end-point was a combination of aortic rupture, aortic 

dilatation and incomplete false lumen thrombosis. TEVAR was superior to BMT in terms of 

aortic remodelling, but no difference in mortality was seen at one year.147 The INSTEAD trial 

gathered 140 patients, 72 randomized to TEVAR and 68 to BMT. There was no difference in 

mortality at two years, however at 5-year follow-up, patients treated with TEVAR had a 

lower aortic related mortality.148, 149 In addition, the authors reported on a higher frequency of 

aortic remodelling in the TEVAR group.148 A recent study on the timing of TEVAR for 

uncomplicated TBD reported on a higher frequency of re-intervention in patients treated in 

the acute phase compared to the subacute phase but mortality was equal in the two treatment 

groups.150  

Lots of research has been devoted to predicting the risk of progression from uncomplicated to 

complicated TBD. When refractory pain and hypertension are not defined as acute 

complicated factors, they are usually defined as high-risk features that may predict 

conversion to complicated TBD.31 Comparing studies is hard since these two variables are 

somewhat arbitrary and rarely clearly defined. The joint reporting standards of the SVS and 

the STS define refractory pain as pain that does not resolve with adequate medication within 

twelve hours and further define refractory hypertension as inability to reach the intended 
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blood pressure goal with three antihypertensive agents in adequate doses within twelve 

hours.31 Many different morphological features have been proposed to be of importance in 

predicting the transition into complicated TBD. A large maximum diameter of the aorta at 

presentation has been acknowledged as one of these morphological features.8, 26, 31 A diameter 

of 40 mm is often used as the cut-off, but both 35 mm and 45 mm have been used in different 

studies.26, 31, 113 A diameter of more than 40 mm has been associated with adverse aortic 

events (aortic related death, aortic surgery and aortic dilatation), whereas a diameter of more 

than 45 mm in the acute phase has been associated with impaired long-term survival.113, 151, 

152 

An entry tear larger than 10 mm has been associated with impaired long-term survival in 

medically managed TBD patients.113 An entry tear in the concave part of the aorta as well as 

a short distance from the left subclavian artery to the proximal entry tear have been associated 

with conversion from uncomplicated to complicated TBD in patients managed medically.153, 

154 Finally, a false lumen diameter of more than 22 mm as well as a false lumen diameter that 

is greater than the true lumen diameter have been associated with more adverse aortic events 

during follow-up, whereas a large false lumen area (FLA) has been associated with higher 

frequency of in hospital complications.151, 155, 156 

1.3.6 Pharmacological treatment  

BMT is rarely defined but still a widely used term in studies of patients with AD. 

Surprisingly little research has been devoted to pharmacological treatment, both in the acute 

and in the chronic stage of the disease. The ESC guidelines listed pharmacological treatment 

in the chronic stage as a gap in evidence.19 Actually, the amount of space devoted to medical 

management in AD patients in the ESC and ESVS guidelines, respectively, was half a page 

each.18, 19 

1.3.6.1 Antihypertensive drugs 

In 1965, Wheat et al. presented a case series of 6 consecutive patients with “dissection 

aneurysm of the aorta” medically managed with a systolic blood pressure below 120 mmHg 

with no early deaths, concluding that further studies on medical management would be 

encouraged.157 In a review article on medical management in patients with AD from 2014, 

Lederle, Powell and Nienaber raised this valid question: “Given the burgeoning of high 

quality evidence in cardiovascular medicine over recent decades, how did intensive medical 

treatment for aortic dissection escape the scrutiny of a randomized trial?”.158 
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The majority of AD patients present with hypertension in the emergency department. It is 

more common in patients with TBD than in TAD.15 Guidelines stated that aggressive 

treatment of hypertension in AD patients regardless of type and class should be 

recommended and that systolic blood pressure below 120 mmHg should be the goal of the 

treatment.18, 19 These recommendations were actually given without any references to studies 

that support this statement; the ESVS guidelines provide the AHA/ACC guidelines as 

reference, which, in turn, refer to a review article where the statement is made without 

supporting evidence from other studies.18, 19, 159 There are modern review articles that suggest 

the same recommendations, often refereeing to the above-mentioned guidelines or just 

theoretically supporting this treatment strategy.117, 160, 161 Based on the recommendations to 

manage other hypertensive emergencies by lowering systolic blood pressure by no more than 

25% within an hour and then to no more than 160 within two to six hours one can surely 

question the rationality to rapidly and aggressively lower blood pressure in acute AD without 

evidence supporting it.158 One can also question the use of beta blockers as first line treatment 

in AD in spite of the lack of evidence, as beta blockers are not recommended as initial 

treatment of hypertension in general.158, 162, 163 The inferiority of beta blockers compared to 

other antihypertensive drugs in treatment of hypertension in general was recently reported in 

a Cochrane review.164  

Lowering the heart rate to below 60 bpm has been recommended by guidelines.14, 18 A strict 

heart rate regulation in acute uncomplicated TBD decreased the risk of adverse events in a 

study from 2008, but since choice of pharmacological agents were diverse and the reasons for 

failure to reach a heart rate below 60 bpm in controls were not assesses, the chances of valid 

conclusions were sub-optimal.165  

Medical management has not been prioritized in research on patients with TAD. A recent 

review on management of TAD stated that medical management was “beyond the scope of 

this review”.23 In a report from IRAD, in TAD patients treated surgically in the acute phase 

and discharged alive, treatment with beta blockers was associated with improved long-term 

survival whereas no survival beneficial was found for treatment with calcium channel 

blockers (CCB)s and angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors.166 Further, in TBD 

patients discharged alive, treatment with CCBs were associated with improved long-term 

survival, whereas beta blockers and ACE inhibitors had no beneficial effects on long-term 

survival.166 Treatment with CCBs has been associated with decreased aortic expansion rate in 

patients with TBD.167 Moreover, treatment with ACE inhibitors in patients with TBD has 

been associated with lower rates of aortic expansion, rupture and malperfusion during follow-
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up.168 A review article from 2014 concluded that there are no randomized controlled trials on 

the use of beta blockers in patients with TBD.169 To our knowledge, there are still no 

randomized controlled trials on antihypertensive treatment in patients with AD. A 

randomized controlled trial published in The Lancet 2019 reported that the angiotensin 2 

receptor blocker (ARB) Irbesartan reduced aortic growth in patients with Marfans 

syndrome.170  

1.3.6.2 Statins 

In patients with other cardiovascular diseases such as chronic ischemic heart disease, stroke 

and peripheral arterial disease, treatment with statins has been recommended to reduce the 

risk of cardiovascular events in the future.171-173 The effect of statins in reducing the number 

of cardiovascular events was reported to be equal in men and women in a meta-analysis from 

2015.174 The ACC/AHA guidelines stated that treatment with statins with a target LDL 

cholesterol of <70 mg/dL is reasonable in patients with TAA with coexisting atherosclerotic 

manifestations, but no specific recommendations for patients with AD were given.14 Neither 

the ESC nor the ESVS guidelines gave any specific recommendations on treatment with 

lipid-lowering agents in AD patients.18, 19 In patients with a history of AD undergoing 

coronary heart revascularization, treatment with statins was associated with improved long-

term survival.175  

1.3.6.3 Anticoagulants and antiplatelet agents 

Both the ACC/AHA and the ESC guidelines stated that it is reasonable to implement the 

same treatment and preventive strategies as for patients with stroke and coronary heart 

disease.14, 19 It has been of debate whether use of anticoagulants influences the risk of 

developing complications in patients with AD. In patients with AAA treated with 

EndoVascular Aortic Repair (EVAR), use of anticoagulants during follow-up increased the 

risk of endoleak and re-intervention.176 In patients with TAD undergoing OSR, treatment 

with anticoagulants, mainly for mechanical prosthesis or atrial fibrillation, did not affect long-

term mortality, nor did it increase the risk of complications.177  

The ESVS guidelines recommended that measures to reduce cardiovascular risk should be 

taken, including antiplatelet therapy in patients with chronic TBD.18 This is merely based on 

an association between atherosclerosis and long-term adverse events rather than an actual 

study assessing the effect of antiplatelet agents.152 In patients with TBD treated with TEVAR, 

with or without coexisting ischemic heart disease, antiplatelet therapy had no effect on 

mortality or the risk of adverse events.178  
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1.4  TIME TRENDS 

Cardiovascular disease overall is the most common cause of death compared to other groups 

of diseases in the world.179 In the first two decades of the 21th century, the incidence of 

ischemic heart disease and stroke has slowly been declining.179 One can speculate that a 

decrease in hypertension and improved smoking habits are important reasons. From 1987 to 

2002, the incidence of thoracic aortic disease (aneurysms and dissection) increased in 

Sweden.37 From 2000 to 2013, management of patients with TAD with OSR and 

management of patients with TBD shifted in favour of TEVAR in patients included in 

IRAD.15 During the same time-period, mortality decreased, an improvement in outcome 

driven by reduced mortality in patients with TAD.15 One can speculate that this improvement 

was largely dependent on an increase in the frequency of TAD patients treated with OSR.15    

1.5 SEX DIFFERENCES 

Few studies have investigated sex difference in patients with AD. The ESC guidelines stated 

that treatment guidelines for women are often based on research in men and point out sex 

differences in thoracic aortic disease as a gap in evidence.19 As for aortic disease in general, 

fewer women were surgically treated for ruptured AAA than men.180 The same failure to 

adhere to treatment guidelines in women has been reported in patients with acute myocardial 

infarction.181 Short-term mortality was higher in women than in men among patients with 

intact descending TAA treated with TEVAR.182 Women have been reported to have worse 

long-term survival than men after OSR for thoracic aortic disease in general and also 

specifically after OSR for TAD alone.23, 183  

Women with AD have been reported to be older at presentation, and a higher proportion have 

diagnosed hypertension, COPD and suffer from atherosclerosis to a higher degree than 

men.33, 40-44, 184 Moreover, women have been reported to present to hospital later than men 

after onset of symptoms and to have a more severe clinical status at presentation.41 In patients 

undergoing OSR for TAD, the proportion of women was higher in patients with DeBakey II 

than DeBakey I.44, 184 Results are diverging in the few existing studies on sex-related 

mortality differences. In the Oxford vascular study, the proportion of women deceased 

without concurrent hospital stay was higher than in hospitalized patients, and survival at 5 

years was worse in women than in men.33 In IRAD as well as in a Chinese cohort study 

published in 2016, short-term mortality was higher in women with TAD than in men.40, 41 No 

sex difference in 30-day mortality after OSR for TAD was found in NORCAAD, GERAAD 

or in an American multicentre study from 2015.43, 44, 184 No sex difference in early mortality 

has been reported in patients with TBD.41, 42 
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1.6  GAPS IN EVIDENCE 

Study I - TEVAR is the first-line treatment for complicated TBD, but this treatment strategy 

is still fairly novel, and, thus, there is still more to explore on outcome in different patient 

groups. Morphological markers, for example a large aortic diameter, a large false lumen 

diameter, a large entry tear and a large FLA, have been pointed out as important predictors of 

outcome. However, the importance of these markers in patients treated with TEVAR has 

seldom been studied. Optimal timing of TEVAR in acute or subacute complicated TBD is 

scarcely studied.  

Study II - Epidemiological studies of AD in general and population-based studies in 

particular, are lacking. Incidence numbers are uncertain since they are based on small studies 

and reported numbers differ widely between studies. In cardiovascular diseases in general, 

incidence numbers are decreasing, and survival is improving, but if this is true for AD as well 

is unknown.  

Study III - The term “best medical therapy” is often used but rarely defined in studies of 

patients with AD. Aggressive treatment of hypertension with beta blockers as first-line 

therapy is recommended, but there is no actual evidence supporting aggressive 

antihypertensive treatment in the chronic phase of AD. Further, the role of different 

antihypertensive agents is unknown. Statins, antiplatelet drugs and anticoagulants play key 

roles in the treatment of many cardiovascular diseases, but the role of these drugs in AD is 

uncertain.  

Study IV - Anatomical classification and risk stratification are crucial in early management 

of patients with acute AD. Despite this, few studies have been devoted to the role of the 

DeBakey classification system as a predictor of outcome. Furthermore, the predictive 

importance of biochemical markers, such as troponin and platelet count with respect to early 

mortality has seldom been investigated.  
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2 RESEARCH AIMS 

The overall aim of this thesis was to, by means of population-based studies, determine the 

incidence of the disease, describe trends in treatment and survival, characterize prognostic 

determinants and explore the role of pharmacological therapy to improve outcome in patients 

with AD in the future.  

 

The specific aims were: 

 

Study I.  To analyse early and late outcome of TEVAR in complicated acute and 

subacute TBD, in particular to examine morphological factors plausibly 

predictive of survival, and to assess the magnitude of the impact of timing of 

TEVAR on the outcome. 

Study II.  To describe the incidence of AD in the general population and to describe 

temporal trends and outcome of different treatment strategies, with particular 

emphasis on sex differences. 

Study III.  To describe medical management in AD in a population-based setting and to 

analyze the possible associations between antihypertensive, antithrombotic, 

anticoagulant and statin agents, respectively, and long-term survival. 

Study IV.  To characterize all consecutive acute AD patients in a defined population 

and, furthermore, to analyze variables potentially associated with short-term 

mortality.   
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

All four papers in this thesis are population-based observational studies. Study I and IV 

include patients from Stockholm County whereas Study II and III are nationwide (Table 2).  

Table 2. Overview of study design and methods for studies I-IV 

 Study I Study II Study III Study IV 

Study design Population-

based, 

consecutive case 

series 

Population-

based, register 

study 

Population-

based, cohort 

study 

Population-

based, cohort 

study 

Data source Medical records NPR. CDR NPR. CDR. 

SPDR 

Medical records 

Population Inhabitants of 

Stockholm 

county 

Inhabitants of 

Sweden 

Inhabitants of 

Sweden 

Inhabitants of 

Stockholm 

county 

N 53 8057 3951 344 

Time period 2004-2012 2002-2016 2006-2015 2012-2016 

Exposure Time of TEVAR. 

FLA > 50% of 

total aortic area 

Time period of 

hospitalization. 

Sex 

Pharmacological 

treatment 

Dissection 

characteristics. 

Level of 

biochemical 

markers 

Outcome 30-day mortality Incidence, 

Surgical 

treatment, 30-day 

mortality, Long-

term mortality 

Long-term 

mortality 

30-day mortality 

Statistical 

method 

Multivariable 

logistic 

regression. 

Kaplan-Meier 

survival plot 

Multivariable 

logistic 

regression. Cox 

regression 

Kaplan-Meier 

survival plots. 

Cox regression 

Multivariable 

logistic 

regression 

Abbreviations: NPR National Patient Register, CDR Cause of Death Register, SPDR Swedish 

Prescribed Drug Register, FLA False lumen area. 
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3.2  SOURCES OF DATA 

3.2.1 National patient registers 

All Swedish citizens have a unique 12-digit personal identity number (PIN) based on date of 

birth, adding a 4-digit control number. Thus, all individuals are identifiable in all medical 

registers maintained by the Swedish Board of Health and Welfare through their PIN. The PIN 

enables cross matching of individual data between the different registers as well as cross 

matching with data from Statistics Sweden, which maintains demographic data on the 

Swedish population and the total population each year. 

3.2.2 The Swedish National Patient Register 

The National Patient Register (NPR) holds individual data for each hospitalization episode 

and visits to specialist outpatient clinics. The registry was started for inpatient episodes in 

1964 and reached complete coverage in 1987. The data include sex, age, diagnostic codes 

from the International Classification of Disease (ICD) versions 7, 8, 9 and 10 depending on 

time-period, and procedural codes according the Nomesco Classification of Surgical 

Procedures (NCSP). Results of laboratory tests or radiological examinations are not included 

in the register. Reporting to the register is mandatory which has led to a coverage of 99% for 

all diagnoses.185 The vilidity for diagnoses in the registry has been reported to range between 

85% and 95%.185 The validity of AD has been reported to be 89%.38  

3.2.3 The Swedish Cause of Death Register 

Data on all deaths in Swedish residents, both in- and outside of hospital, are maintained in the 

Cause of Death Register (CDR). Coverage of Swedish citizens is 99%. Certifying deaths 

consists of two steps in Sweden. The first stage is the notification of death where a physician 

confirms the death and immediately report to the Swedish Tax Agency. The second stage is 

the medical death certificate including the main cause of death as well as underlying causes. 

This certificate is based on the International Form of Medical Certificate of Cause of Death, 

formed by the WHO. The information in the CDR is recorded from these two certificates. 

Registered data include, among other things, PIN, date of death, the main cause of death, 

underlying causes of death and surgical procedures within 4 weeks.186 Reporting to this 

registry is mandatory and the underlying cause of death is available from the CDR in 96% of 

cases.186 The quality of the registry is determined by two factors, the ability to certify the 

cause of death by the physician and the ability by the Board of Health and Welfare to process 

and validate the data.186 A validating study reported 88% correct diagnoses for cardiovascular 

diseases in general but no study has validated the diagnosis of AD specifically.187  
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3.2.4 The Swedish Prescribed Drug Register 

General trends in pharmacological treatment have been available from the Nordic 

prescriptions databases since 1993. From July 1, 2005, the Swedish Prescribed Drug Register 

(SPDR) includes the PIN for every patient. This enables linkage to other national registers as 

well as data on medication for specific individuals.188 The register holds data on all filled 

prescriptions in Sweden including ATC code and date of dispensing. The register do not 

include data on prescribed drugs that have not been dispensed. Up until 2015, a total of 338 

unique studies were reported to have included data from the SPDR.189  

3.2.5 Local hospital registers 

The economic system in Swedish health care is based on the NordDRG system. Diagnoses 

(ICD-10) and procedural codes (NCSP) are grouped together based on information in the 

NordDRG. Reimbursement for health care providers is based on reported NordDRG. Hence, 

putting diagnoses and procedural codes in patient charts are somewhat mandatory, at least if 

the clinic wants to be reimbursed. Data are stored in local registers based on data on 

diagnoses and procedural codes in medical charts.  

3.3  STUDY POPULATION 

The study populations in study II, III and IV consists of all patients diagnosed with the first 

event of AD in a defined population during the defined study time. In study I and IV, patients 

were included from Stockholm County. Stockholm County is the largest county in Sweden 

with 2.4 million inhabitants in 2020. In study I, all patients treated with TEVAR for acute or 

subacute complicated TBD during the period 2004-2012 in Stockholm County were 

identified in local registers. In study IV, all patients hospitalized for acute AD in Stockholm 

County were identified in local registers at each hospital in Stockholm County from January 

1, 2012 through December 31, 2016. Medical records and radiological imaging were 

investigated using predefined protocols.  

For study II, all patients diagnosed with AD in Sweden from January 1, 2002 through 

December 31, 2016 were identified in the NPR and the CDR. Patients diagnosed from 

January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2015 were included in study III as well. Sweden is the 

most populous of the Nordic countries with 10 million inhabitants in 2016. Data were 

obtained from the NPR and CDR for study II and III, and from the SPDR as well for study 

III. The extracted datasets from the national registers were cross matched and delivered on a 
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patient-specific level, but anonymized. Therefore, medical and surgical notes, imaging 

studies or autopsy reports could not be retrieved for included patients.  

3.4  STATISTICAL METHODS 

Categorical data were presented with numbers and percentages. Normally distributed 

continuous variables were presented with mean and standard deviation (SD), whereas 

continuous variables not normally distributed were presented with median and range. The 

assumption of normal distribution of a variable was assessed with the Shapiro-Wilk test. A 

variable was considered to be normally distributed if the P-value > 0.05. Differences in 

categorical variables were analysed with chi-square test, except for study I were Fisher´s 

exact test was used. Differences in non-normally distributed continuous variables were 

analysed with the Mann-Whitney U test and differences in normally distributed continuous 

variables were analysed using Student´s t-test. In study II, incidence trends were analysed 

through logistic regression models with aggregated data. The associations between early 

mortality and patient groups as well as between operative management and patient groups, 

respectively, were analysed with logistic regression models (univarible models in Study I and 

multivariable models in Study II and IV). Results were presented with odds ratios (OR) with 

95% confidence intervals (CI). A p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant 

Differences in long-term survival between patient groups were described with Kaplan-Meier 

survival plots. The association of different variables with long-term mortality were analysed 

with Cox proportional hazard models. Results were presented with hazard ratios (HR) with 

95% CI. A p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

3.5 STUDY DESIGN 

3.5.1 Study I 

This was a retrospective, two centre, population-based consecutive case series study. All 

patients with TBD managed with TEVAR were retrieved from local surgical registers at the 

two vascular surgery centres in Stockholm (Karolinska University Hospital and the South 

General Hospital). Patients treated in the chronic phase (more than 90 days after admission 

for primary dissection event) were excluded. No patients underwent OSR for acute or 

subacute TBD during the study period. Thus, the final database included all patients treated 

with TEVAR for acute or subacute AD (within 90 days from admission) in Stockholm 

County from January 1, 2004 to December 31, 2012. Age, sex, concomitant disorders, 

pharmacological treatment, and time from debut of symptoms to TEVAR were retrieved from 

medical records. CT angiograms or MRI angiograms prior to and after TEVAR were 
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examined and specific morphologic characteristics were registered. Information on stentgraft 

type, diameter and length was documented. Based on time from onset of symptoms to 

treatment, patients were divided into urgent (<48 h), acute (>48 h to <14 d) and subacute 

(>14 d to <90 d) groups. Delayed TEVAR was defined as treatment in the acute or subacute 

phase. Patients were also grouped based on the FLA in relation to the total cross sectional 

aortic area at the level of the tracheal bifurcation with the cut-off set at 50% (Figure 4). The 

association between 30-day mortality and urgent TEVAR compared to delayed TEVAR, as 

well as a large false lumen are compared to a small FLA, respectively, were analysed with 

univariable logistic regression models. Long-term survival were analysed with Kaplan-Meier 

survival plots. 

 

Figure 4. CT-angiogram (axial view at the level of the tracheal bifurcation) of a patient with acute 

TBD. The area of the false lumen (FL) takes up more than 50% of the total aortic area, the FL and the 

true lumen (TL) combined, at the level of the tracheal bifurcation (TBF).  

3.5.2 Study II 

This was a retrospective population-based register study. All patients diagnosed with AD 

(ICD-10 code I71.0) from January 1, 2000 to December 31, 2016 were identified in the NPR 

and the CDR. To decrease the risk of including patients with chronic aortic dissection, 

patients diagnosed in 2000 and 2001 were excluded. Thus, the database included all patients 

in Sweden diagnosed with acute AD, hospitalized or deceased without concurrent hospital 

stay, during 15 consecutive years. The total population of Sweden each year, (retrieved from 

Statistics Sweden), was used for calculation of yearly incidence. Incidence trends were 

analysed using logistic regression models with aggregated data. The study period was divided 

into three 5-year time periods, 2002 to 2006, 2007 to 2011 and 2012 to 2016. For the time 

trend analyses, the latter two 5-year time periods were compared with the first period. Time 
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trends as well as male and female sex and the association with surgical management and 30-

day mortality were analysed with multivariable logistic regression models. The association 

with long-term survival, comparing the first and the last 5-year time periods as well as male 

and female sex, were analysed with Cox regression models.  

3.5.3 Study III 

This was a retrospective population-based cohort study. The same cohort of patients 

identified from NPR in Study II were included, but patients diagnosed from January 1, 2000 

through December 31, 2005 and from January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016, 

respectively, were excluded. Thus, the same method of excluding patients with chronic AD as 

in Study II were used. This dataset was cross matched with the SPDR. The final dataset 

contained data on pharmacological treatment of all patients hospitalized for acute AD in 

Sweden during 10 years, January 1, 2006 through December 31 2015. Drugs were grouped 

based on pharmacological mechanisms and ACT-codes. Patients that had filled a prescription 

of a specific drug within one year prior to the dissection event were considered to be treated 

with that drug at admission. Patients that had filled a prescription of a specific drug within a 

year from discharge were considered to be treated with that drug during follow-up. 

Proportions of patients treated with a specific drug or a drug from a specific ATC-group were 

described. For further analyses, patients deceased during primary hospitalization or within 30 

days from admission were excluded. The association of pharmacological treatment after 

discharge and long-term survival was described with Kaplan-Meier survival plots and further 

analysed with Cox proportional hazard models. Last date of follow up was December 31, 

2016. 

3.5.4 Study IV 

This was a retrospective population-based cohort study. All patients diagnosed with AD 

(ICD-10 code I71.0) at any of the six hospitals in Stockholm County from January 1, 2012 

through December 31, 2016 were identified in local hospital registers. Medical records were 

investigated and patients with chronic, traumatic or iatrogenic AD were excluded.  Thus, the 

study included all patients hospitalized for acute AD in Stockholm County during five 

consecutive years. Demographic data, AD types, onset symptoms, levels of biochemical 

marker and surgical data were extracted from medical records. Factors associated with higher 

30-day mortality were analysed with multivariable logistic regression models. Factors 

associated with higher long-term mortality were analysed with Cox proportional hazard 

models. Last date of follow-up was December 31, 2020.  
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3.6 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

All studies were performed according to the declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the 

Ethical Review Agency. All data were analysed retrospectively, and therefore did not affect 

patient management. For Study II and III, anonymized data were delivered from the Swedish 

Board of Health and Welfare on a patient specific level. In Study I and IV, medical records 

and radiological examinations were reviewed retrospectively. Data included in the databases 

were anonymized and the keys including PINs were kept at a secure location. 
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4 RESULTS 

The main results for each study are presented separately in this section but the results are 

summarised in table 3.  

Table 3: Patients characteristics and overview of results of the four studies included in this 

thesis 

Study Patients 

(N) 

Mean age 

(Years) 

Women 

(%) 

Results summary 

I. 53 63 38% Treatment with TEVAR within 48 h from 

debut of dissection was associated with 

increased 30-day mortality compared to 

TEVAR after 48 h. A large FLA in relation to 

the total aortic area was associated with 

increased early mortality.  

II. 8057 69 38% 
Incidence of AD was higher than prior 

reports, but incidence in men was decreasing. 

Surgical therapy was increasingly used and 

with more favorable outcome but was less 

frequently offered to elderly patients. 

Sustained sex differences with increasing 

incidence, lower admittance rates and worse 

outcome in women were detected.   

III. 3951 68 38% Treatment with statins was associated with 

improved long-term survival. In surgically 

managed patients, treatment with beta blockers 

and ARBs was associated with improved long-

term survival whereas treatment with ACE 

inhibitors and CCBs was associated with 

improved survival in medically managed 

patients.  

IV. 344 66 34% Elevated troponin T levels at admission was 

associated with increased 30-day mortality, 

both in TAD and TBD. Early outcome was 

better in patients with DeBakey II and IIIA as 

compared to DeBakey I and IIIB, respectively. 
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1.1 STUDY I - TEMPORAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL PATTERNS PREDICT 

OUTCOME OF ENDOVASCULAR REPAIR IN ACUTE COMPLICATED 

TYPE B AORTIC DISSECTION  

During 12 years, 53 patients were treated with TEVAR for acute or subacute complicated 

TBD in Stockholm County. Median age was 63 years (range, 23-88) and 38% were women 

(n=20). Rupture or imminent rupture was the principal indication for TEVAR in nine patients 

(17%) whereas 45% were treated due to malperfusion (n=24). Women suffered from rupture 

in 25% (n=5/20) of the cases as compared to 12% of the men (n=4/33). The FLA took up 

more than 50% of the total aortic area at the level of the tracheal bifurcation in 68% of the 

patients (n=36) (Figure 5). Almost half of the patients were treated with urgent TEVAR 

(45%, n=24), 20 patients in the remaining acute phase and 9 patients in the subacute phase. In 

19% of the patients (n=10), branch vessel stenting was needed in addition to treatment with 

TEVAR to restore perfusion.  

Figure 5 CT-angiogram (axial view at the level of the tracheal bifurcation) of a patient with acute 

TBD. The area of the false lumen takes up more than 50% of the total aortic area. Al early deaths in 

patients included in Study I demonstrated this morphological marker.  
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The overall 30-day mortality was 17% (n=9). Four cases were aortic-related deaths (Table 3). 

In patient treated urgently, 30-day mortality was 33% compared to 3% in the acute/subacute 

group. Urgent TEVAR was associated with increased 30-day mortality compared to TEVAR 

after more than 48 hours from onset of symptoms (crude OR 14.0, 95% CI 1.6-122; 

p=0.007). All early deaths demonstrated a FLA of more than 50% of the total aortic area at 

the level of the tracheal bifurcation, a morphological marker significantly associated with 

increased 30-day mortality (25% vs 0%, p=0.04). None of the patients with DeBakey IIIA 

died within 30 days. Early mortality in women was 20% (n=4/20) and 15% in men (n=5/33). 

Table 3. Characteristics of patients dying within 30 days in Study I 

Sex Age 

(years) 

Indication 

for TEVAR 

Additional 

vascular 

procedures 

of aortic 

branches 

FL area 

>50% at 

the tracheal 

bifurcation 

Time 

from 

TEVAR 

to death 

Cause of 

death 

M 35 Malperfusion SMA stent Yes <24 h Rupture 

M 61 Rupture No Yes <24 h Rupture 

F 32 Malperfusion Stent RRA Yes 1 day Acute multiple 

organ failure 

F 63 Rupture No Yes 2 days Rupture 

M 80 Malperfusion No Yes 2 days Acute 

myocardial 

infarction 

M 53 Malperfusion No Yes 6 days Stroke 

F 73 Rupture No Yes 8 days Stroke 

F 65 Malperfusion Stent LRA Yes 15 days Retrograde type 

A dissection 

with rupture 

M 76 Malperfusion Stent RRA Yes 24 days Acute heart 

failure 

Abbreviations: SMA superior mesenteric artery, LRA left renal artery, RRA right renal artery 
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1.2 STUDY II - SEX DIFFERENCES AND TEMPORAL TRENDS IN AORTIC 

DISSECTION: A POPULATION-BASED STUDY OF INCIDENCE, 

TREATMENT STRATEGIES, AND OUTCOME IN SWEDISH PATIENTS 

DURING 15 YEARS 

NPR and CDR identified 8057 patients with AD, of whom 5757 (71%) were hospitalized and 

2300 (29%) were deceased without concurrent hospital stay. The autopsy frequency in 

individuals deceased without concurrent hospital stay was 76%. The mean annual incidence 

in Sweden from January 1, 2002 through December 31, 2016 was 7.2/100 000. A decrease in 

the incidence in men was seen over time (p=0.005). Comparing the first and the last five-year 

time-periods, an increase in the proportion managed by surgery (27% vs. 35%, OR 1.61, 95% 

CI 1.39–1.86; p< 0.001) and a decrease in 30-day mortality (26% vs. 21%, OR 0.68, 95% CI 

0.59–0.80; P< 0.001) could be demonstrated (Table 4).  In subgroup analysis of patients 

managed with acute surgical repair, 30-day mortality decreased (17% vs. 12%, OR 0.64, 95% 

CI 0.46-0.88; p<0.001).  

Figure 6 Incidence of AD in Sweden 2002-2016  
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Some sex differences were observed. The proportion of women was higher among patients 

deceased without hospital admission than in hospitalized patients (42% vs 36%, p=0.001). No 

decrease in the incidence was seen in women (p=0.105). Admitted women were older than 

men (71 years vs. 66 years, p<0.001) In hospitalized patients, 30-day mortality was 26% in 

women, and 21% in men (p<0.001). Among patients treated with surgical repair within 14 

days from admission, 30-day mortality was higher among women than men (17% vs. 12%, 

OR 1.38, 95% CI 1.04–1.82; P= 0.006) 

Table 4 30-day mortality in all admitted patients and in patients undergoing acute (within 14 days) 

surgical repair, respectively, and the association between sex, year of hospitalization and age category, 

respectively, and 30-day mortality from logistic regression models. 

 All admitted 

 (n=5757) 

Acute Surgically treated  

(n=1807) 

30-day mortality 

(N, %) 

Adjusted OR 

(95% CI)  

30-day mortality 

(N, %) 

Adjusted OR  

(95% CI) 

Men  759 (21%) 1 144 (12%) 1 

Women  548 (26%) 1.11 (0.97-1.27) 111 (17%) 1.38 (1.04-1.82) 

5-year time 

groups 

    

2002-2006 455 (26%) 1 81 (17%) 1 

2007-2011 426 (22%) 0.78 (0.67-0.91) 80 (13%) 0.74 (0.52-1.03) 

2012-2016 426 (21%) 0.68 (0.59-0.80) 89 (12%) 0.64 (0.46-0.88) 

Age categories     

18-49  62 (12%) 1 25 (10%) 1 

50-59  119 (13%) 1.06 (0.76-1.47) 43 (11%) 1.00 (0.59-1.69) 

60-69  240 (16%) 1.34 (0.99-1.81) 75 (13%) 1.22 (0.75-1.97) 

70-79  404 (25%) 2.31 (1.73-3.09) 85 (18%) 1.84 (1.13-2.97) 

80-99  482 (43%) 5.34 (3.98-7.16) 22 (29%) 3.33 (1.73-6.41) 
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4.3 STUDY III - PHARMACOLOGICAL TREATMENT IN AORTIC 

DISSECTION – A POPULATION-BASED COHORT STUDY 

Pharmacological treatment prior to hospitalization were described in 3951 patients with acute 

AD in Sweden during 10 years. Mean age was 68 years (SD 13) and 38% (n=1480) were 

women. Pharmacological treatment prior to admission and within one year from discharge 

are described in table 5. Most of the patients were on antihypertensive medication prior to 

admission (60%, n=2367), and beta blockers were the most commonly used drugs (36%, 

n=1409). Less than one fourth of the patients were on statins prior to admission (22%, 

n=851). In total, 33% (n=1303) were subjected to acute aortic repair within 14 days from 

admission.  Pharmacological treatment after the first dissection event was described in 3046 

patients discharged and alive at 30 days after treatment for acute AD.  Almost all patients 

were treated with at least one antihypertensive drug (96%, n=2939), whereas less than half of 

the patients were treated with statins (47%, n=1418) within one year from discharge. 

Table 5 Pharmacological treatment prior to admission and within one year from discharge in patients 

discharged and alive at 30 days 

 
Total at admission 

(N=3951) 

Total within one year 

from discharge 

(N=3046) 

Any antihypertensive 2367 (60%) 2939 (96%) 

Beta blocker 1409 (36%) 2741 (90%) 

CCB 925 (23%) 2291 (75%) 

ACE inhibitor 812 (21%) 1552 (51%) 

ARB 487 (12%) 893 (29%) 

Diuretic 1228 (31%) 2102 (69%) 

Statin 851 (22%) 1418 (47%) 

Anticoagulantia 411 (10%) 684 (23%) 

Antiplatelet therapy 1044 (26%) 1424 (47%) 

Abbreviations: CCB Calcium Channel Inhibitors, ACE Angiotensin Converting Enzyme,            

ARB Angiotensin 2 receptor blocker 
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Treatment with statins was associated with improved long-term survival overall. In subgroup 

analysis, the association remained in medically managed patients but no association was 

found in surgically managed patients. The association between the various antihypertensive 

drugs and long-term survival differed between drug types and patient groups. In surgically 

managed patient, treatment with beta blockers and ARBs was associated with higher long-

term survival whereas treatment with ACE inhibitors and CCBs was associated with higher 

long-term survival in medically managed patients. Neither antiplatelet therapy nor treatment 

with anticoagulants was associated with long-term outcome. 

 Figure 7 Kaplan-Meier survival plots describing long-term survival in patients treated with 

compared to patients not treated with an agent from that specific drug-group   
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4.4 STUDY IV - BIOCHEMICAL MARKERS AND CLINICAL PRESENTATION 

IN AORTIC DISSECTION – PATIENT CHARACTERIZATION FROM A 

POPULATION-BASED STUDY 

In Stockholm County, 344 patients were diagnosed with acute AD during the period January 

1, 2012 to December 31, 2016. Mean age was 66 years (SD 13) and 34% were women. 

Almost two thirds of the patients had TAD (64%, n=220) and the remaining patients had 

TBD (36%, n=124). Among patients with TAD, DeBakey I was more common than 

DeBakey II (74% vs 26%). In patients with TBD, DeBakey IIIB was more common than 

DeBakey IIIA (76% vs 24%). DeBakey IIIA patients were older (mean age 75 years vs 66 

years, p<0.001), and a higher proportion were women (52% vs 28%, p=0.022) compared to 

patients with DeBakey IIIB. Among patients with TAD, the majority were treated with OSR 

(79%) whereas the remaining 21% were managed medically. Among patients with TBD, 

38% hade acute complicated disease and among these, 72% were managed with surgical 

repair (3% with OSR, 3% with EVAR and 94% with TEVAR).  

Chest pain was the predominant presenting symptom, occurring in 61% of the patients (Table 

6). Painless dissection occurred in 14% of patients. In crude numbers, proportions were 

higher in women than in men (19% vs 12%, p=0.07). Troponin T was elevated in 36% 

(n=100/275) on admission, more commonly in patients with TAD than in patients with TBD 

(44% vs. 21%, p <0.001). Thrombocytopenia on admission was more frequent in TAD than 

in TBD (26% vs. 15%, p=0.010). 

Overall 30-day mortality was 22% (n=75/344), 28% in women and 19% in men, p=0.045. 

Mortality was higher in patients with TAD than in patients with TBD (28% vs. 11%, 

p<0.001). In TAD patient undergoing ORS, 30-day mortality was 13% (n=22/174) whereas 

among TAD patients receiving only medical management 85% (n=39/46) died within 30 

days. In the latter group, 46% (n=21/46) died within 24 h, 65% (n=30/46) within 72 hours 

and 78% within 1 week from debut of symptoms. DeBakey class was found to be associated 

with early outcome. Patients with DeBakey I had higher 30-day mortality than patients with 

DeBakey II, both overall (32% vs. 14%) and in patients treated with OSR (16% vs. 2%) 

(Table 7). None of the patients presenting with DeBakey IIIA died within 30 days whereas, 

30-day mortality was 15% in patients with DeBakey IIIB. Elevated levels of troponin T at 

admission was associated with increased 30-day mortality in patients with TAD and TBD 

overall as well as in subgroup analyses in patients with TAD undergoing OSR and in patients 

with acute complicated TBD treated with TEVAR, respectively (Table 7).  
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Table 6  Predominant initial symptom in all patients (A) and in patients with painless dissection (B), 

respectively. 

A 

Variable 

Total 

(n=344) 

Type A 

(n=220) 

Type B 

(n=124) 

p value 

 

Chest pain 209 (61%) 152 (69%) 57 (46%) <0.001 

Back pain 56 (16%) 21 (10%) 35 (28%) <0.001 

Abdominal pain 31 (9%) 7 (3%) 24 (19%) <0.001 

No pain 48 (14%) 40 (18%) 8 (7%) 0.003 

B 

Variable 

Total 

(n=48) 

Type A 

(n=40) 

Type B 

(n=8) 

p value 

Cardiac arrest 4 (8%) 3 (7%) 1 (12.5%) 0.640 

Unconsciousness 6 (13%) 6 (15%) - 0.242 

Syncope 6 (13%) 6 (15%) - 0.571 

Neurological 

deficit 

16 (33%) 14 (35%) 2 (25%) 0.584 

Limb ischemia 4 (8%) 3 (7%) 1 (12.5%) 0.640 

Dyspnea 9 (19%) 6 (15%) 3 (28.5%) 0.242 

Palpitations 2 (4%) 1 (3%) 1 (12.5%) 0.196 

Headache 1 (2%) 1 (3%) - 0.647 

Figure 8 Distribution of levels of troponin T at admission Proportions of patients with 

elevated troponin T at admission, defined as > 15 up/L are described. Results are presented in 

all patients and in patients with type A and type B dissection separately.  
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Table 7 Predictors of early mortality in patients with TAD and TBD in Study IV 

TAD 

30-day 

mortality     

N (%) 

Crude       

results                          

OR (95% CI) 

Adjusted 

results           

OR (95% CI) 

TAD overall (n=220) 61 (28%)   

DeBakey II (n=56) 8 (14%) 1 1 

DeBakey I (n=164) 53 (32%) 2.87 (1.27-6.48) 3.68 (1.54-8.78) 

Normal Trop T (n=102) 17 (17%) 1 1 

Elevated Trop T (n=81) 31 (38%) 3.10 (1.56-6.16) 2.88 (1.40-5.94) 

Normal platelet count (n=161) 34 (21%) 1 1 

Thrombocytopenia (n=56) 25 (45%) 3.01 (1.44-5.27) 3.09 (1.53-6.21) 

TAD OSR (n=174) 22 (13%) 

Crude      

results           

OR (95% CI) 

Adjusted 

results           

OR (95% CI) 

DeBakey II (n=45) 1 (2%) 1 1 

DeBakey I (n=129) 21 (16%) 2.87 (1.27-6.48) 8.65 (1.13-66.4) 

Normal Troponin T (n=90) 8 (9%) 1 1 

Elevated Troponin T (n=58) 12 (21%) 2.67 (1.02-7.02) 2.81 (1.06-7.49) 

Normal platelet count (n=131) 11 (8%) 1 1 

Thrombocytopenia (n=42) 11 (26%) 3.87 (1.56-9.76) 4.23 (1.63-10.9) 

TBD 

30-day 

mortality    N 

(%) 

Crude       

results           

OR (95% CI) 

Adjusted 

results           

OR (95% CI) 

TBD overall (n=124) 14 (11%)   

DeBakey IIIA (n=29) 0 - - 

DeBakey IIIB (n=95) 14 (15%) - - 

Normal Troponin T (n=73) 3 (4%) 1 1 

Elevated Troponin T (n=19) 4 (21%) 6.22 (1.26-30.7) 5.18 (1.01-26.5) 
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5 DISCUSSION 

5.1  MAIN FINDINGS AND GENERAL DISCUSSION 

This thesis comprises four population-based studies, a rare study type in the research field of 

AD. Studies from specialist centres, multicentre studies and especially studies from national 

and international registers are excellent in collecting data from a large number of patients. 

However, since these studies often include selected patients, the results may not necessarily 

be translatable to all patients with AD. To further improve outcome of patients with AD in 

the future, it is of great importance not to exclude individuals deceased without concurrent 

hospital stay and patients that are denied early surgical repair in studies. Important data on 

incidence and time trends are impossible to obtain without large population-based studies. 

Hence, the results presented in this thesis has contributed with new knowledge within the 

field of patients with AD. The results shed light upon new morphological aspects to 

consider and highlights sustained and profound sex differences. The results also brings 

important knowledge on pharmacological aspects to consider.   

5.2  INCIDENCE 

The incidence of AD reported in the three most important guidelines on AD span from 2 to 6 

per 100 000 per year.14, 18, 19 Some important issues in reporting the true incidence of AD has 

been pointed out. Population-based studies are lacking and the existing ones are 

predominantly small.19, 33-35 AD is a potentially lethal condition, with a high instant mortality 

rate. Hence, incidence rates should include and consider individuals deceased without 

concurrent hospital stay to avoid an underestimation of the true incidence.14, 33, 37 There are 

studies reporting on higher incidence numbers than reported in guidelines but one can discuss 

the accuracy or interpretation of these numbers based on methodology. For example, the 

well-cited Swedish study by Olsson et al. reporting on an increasing incidence of thoracic 

aortic disease (aneurysm and dissection) to 16.3 per 100 000 in men and 9.1 in women, is 

often mistakenly cited to be reporting the incidence of AD alone.37 A German study 

published in 2017 reported on an annual incidence of 11.9 per 100 000.45 However, this 

incidence was an estimation based on the assumption that the proportions of AD cases among 

autopsied individuals deceased without concurrent hospital stay equals proportions among 

non-autopsied individuals. In Study II, autopsy frequency among individuals deceased 

without concurrent hospital stay was 76% compared to a general autopsy frequency of 11% 

in Sweden (www.socialstyrelsen.se; 2016). One can speculate that the reported incidence in 

the German study is an over-estimation, since proportions of AD deaths probably was higher 

http://www.socialstyrelsen.se/
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among autopsied individuals than among non-autopsied individuals.45 A prospective cohort 

study of middle-aged individuals (65-75 years old) reported on an incidence of 15 per 100 

000 patient-years at risk.38 This higher reported incidence is partly explained by the higher 

mean age in included patients. 38 Study II reported an annual incidence of 7.2 per 100 000. As 

pointed out in an editorial in the EHJ, Study II is by far the largest population-based study 

describing incidence of AD.190 The annual incidence of AD based on hospitalized patients in 

Study IV was 3.5 per 100 000. Presenting this as an actual incidence of AD would be a 

serious underestimation compared to the incidence number presented in Study II, which 

included individuals deceased without concurrent hospital stay. In comparison to the 

incidence numbers for AD, the age-standardized rate of incident ischemic heart disease was 

176 per 100 000 inhabitants of the member countries of the European Society of Cardiology 

in 2017.191  

5.3 CLASSIFICATION 

Despite several efforts to introduce modern classification systems of AD, the Stanford 

classification is still the most important one, since acute management  strategies are largely 

based on whether the patients have suffered from TAD or TBD.6 Based on earlier reports, the 

proportions of patients with Stanford TAD or TBD, respectively, have been described to be 

two thirds TAD and one third TBD.15 Data from small population-based studies report 

roughly the same proportions, 71% with TAD in the Oxford vascular study and 66% in the 

Icelandic study by Melvinsdottir et al.35 A large population-based register study from 

Ontario, Canada, introduced a classification algorithm based on surgical procedures and 

medical management, ending up with categorising 38% as TAD and 62% as TBD.36 The 

accuracy in this approach is questionable and this is a reason why we chose to refrain from 

trying to classify medically managed patients in Study II and Study III. In Study IV, 64% of 

the patients had TAD. To our knowledge, this the largest population based study confirming 

that around two thirds of all patients diagnosed with AD have TAD. The DeBakey 

classification is described only briefly in guidelines on AD and details on the proportions of 

patients with the various DeBakey classes and the impact of DeBakey class on outcome are 

not outlined.18, 19 Actually, the proportions of patients in the different DeBakey classes have 

rarely been described. Among TAD patients, 10% of the patients in IRAD had DeBakey II 

whereas 26% had DeBakey II in NORCAAD.94, 192 To our knowledge, there are no 

population-based studies describing the proportions of patients in the different DeBakey 

classes. Study IV concluded that 26% of patients with TAD had DeBakey II and that 24% of 

patients with TBD had DeBakey IIIB. Study IV confirmed earlier reports describing that 
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patients with DeBakey II were older than patients with DeBakey I.192 Analogously, patients 

with dissection limited to the descending aorta (DeBakey IIIA) were older than patients with 

DeBakey IIIB.  

Temporal classification of AD originates from the publication by Hirst et al. in 1958, defining 

the acute phase as the first 14 days and the time beyond that as the chronic phase.3 The 

hyperacute phase (defined as 0-24 h from onset of symptoms) was suggested by the IRAD 

group, based on differences in mortality in AD patients in different time-periods, from onset 

of symptom until day 60.22 Study I showed higher mortality in patients with complicated 

TBD treated with urgent TEVAR (0-48 h from onset of symptoms) compared to delayed 

treatment (day 3-90). This difference in mortality in TBD patients treated with TEVAR 

within 24 h was actually not reported in the study by the IRAD collaborators.22 One can 

argue that the result of Study I solely depend on the fact that patients treated in the urgent 

phase have worse clinical status at presentation. However, for some cases, aggressive 

antihypertensive therapy in the urgent phase followed by delayed TEVAR in the later acute 

phase or in the subacute phase might be an option. Furthermore, in Study I, there were no 

deaths in patients treated in the subacute phase. These results are in line with IRAD data 

demonstrating better postoperative survival in patient treated in the subacute or chronic phase 

and also concordant with the VIRTUE Registry reporting on 0% 30-day mortality after 

TEVAR for TBD in the subacute or chronic phase.22, 193 Plausibly, the evidence tells us to 

avoid treatment of TEVAR urgently in patients with TBD if possible. For example, in cases 

with refractory pain or refractory hypertension without clinical or radiological signs of 

malperfusion or impending rupture, intensive medical management and pre-emptive TEVAR 

could be a better option than TEVAR in the acute phase.   

5.4  TIME TRENDS 

Whereas a decrease in the incidence of ischemic heart disease and stroke has been reported 

during the first two decades of the 21th century, earlier reports have shown an increase or a 

stable incidence of AD over time.35-37 From 1987 to 2002, increased incidence of thoracic 

aortic disease (aneurysm and dissection) was reported in Sweden, plausibly partly explained 

by the increased use of CT during this time-period.37 During the years 1992 to 2013, no 

change in the incidence of AD was reported in Iceland.35 In subgroup analyses, however, 

increased incidence was demonstrated in patients below 65 years of age, whereas the 

incidence decreased in patients older than 65 years.35 As presented in Study II, the incidence 

of AD in the total Swedish population remained unchanged during 15 years (2002 – 2016) 
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whereas subgroup analysis revealed a decreasing incidence in men. As regards the findings in 

the elderly population in the Icelandic study, decreased incidence of AD is coherent with the 

decreased incidence of coronary heart disease and stroke, plausibly explained by reduced 

smoking, decreased prevalence of hypertension and better primary preventive 

pharmacological treatment.179, 194 The reported increase in obesity and diabetes, respectively, 

is worrying in terms of public health, but the association between these risk factors and 

development of AD is uncertain.179  

Already during the time-period 1987-2002 in Sweden, surgical repair for thoracic aortic 

disease, including AD, increased.37  During the last two decades, several studies have 

reported on an increased use of TEVAR for TBD.195, 196 In Study I, it was found that 

treatment of patients with acute and subacute complicated TBD with TEVAR increased. 

However compared to other reports, incident treatment was lower in Stockholm County.195, 

196 This may have been due to a restrictive attitude towards active surgical treatment in these 

patients in Stockholm County during these years. The IRAD 20-year report showed an 

increase in OSR for TAD, from 79% to 90%, as well as an increase in TEVAR for TBD, 

from 7% to 31% from 1999 to 2018.15 As data from IRAD are derived from specialist 

centers, receiving patients potentially eligible for repair, whereas patients deemed unfit for 

transportation were not registered, the increase in operative management reported in Study II 

is of great importance. It more likely reflects the true reality of surgical management in a 

population-based setting. We hypothesized that there would be an increase in surgical 

management in Sweden, largely due to the emerging endovascular techniques, but, actually, 

the increase was mainly due to an increase in OSR for TAD.  

During the 20-years of including patients in IRAD, mortality has been decreasing.15 This was 

actually only due to decreased in-hospital mortality in surgically managed patients with TAD, 

from 25% to 18%, plausibly driven by an increase in surgical management of TAD 

patients.15. Mortality remained unchanged in medically managed TAD-patients at 57%. In 

TBD patients overall, an insignificant increase in early mortality from 12% to 14% was 

reported.15 These trends are somewhat hard to interpret since we know nothing about possible 

changes in referral patterns during the same time-period. In Study II, a 15-year population-

based report, mortality decreased overall from 26% in 2002-2007 to 21% in 2012-2016 and 

in surgically managed patients alone from 17% in the first five-year time-period to 12% in the 

last. Long-term survival improved as well. A study from Ontario, Canada, also reported on 

decreased total in-hospital mortality, but unchanged surgical mortality for patients with TAD 

was reported; the improved survival was explained by the increase in surgical management of 
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TAD patients.36 An increase in surgical management was possibly also a contributing factor 

to the improved outcome reported in study II.  

5.5  CLINICAL PRESENTATION 

Clinical presentation in patients with AD may be diverse. The majority present with some 

kind of pain and chest pain with abrupt onset is the typical clinical presentation.15 One of the 

first studies on patients included in IRAD by Hagan et al. is still one of the most detailed 

studies on symptomatology in AD patients.46 In that report, 73% of all AD patients presented 

with chest pain, 79% among TAD patients and 63% among TBD patients.46 Further, 53% 

reported back pain, 30% abdominal pain and 4% had painless dissection.46 Since then, several 

studies on symptoms of AD and the relation to outcome have been conducted, including 

patients from IRAD. However, in addition to being a somewhat selected patient cohort, the 

definitions of symptoms and outcome variables used in different IRAD reports were not 

consistent. A population-based study from Iceland on 153 patients briefly described 

symptoms at presentation in AD patients. However, back pain and abdominal pain were not 

included among listed symptoms. In Study IV, 61% presented with chest pain, more 

commonly in TAD than in TBD. Chest pain was less common in our cohort than in IRAD 

and in the Icelandic study, respectively. However, Study IV reported the predominant 

symptom, whereas the above-mentioned studies listed all the initial symptoms, so that, for 

example, patients could present with both chest pain and back pain.35, 46 Abdominal pain was 

more frequent in our cohort in Study IV, 9%, compared to 5% with isolated abdominal pain 

in IRAD.197  

Painless AD is considered an uncommon condition. A systematic review on studies on 

painless AD only found 86 patients.68 In Study IV, 14% had painless AD as compared to 

frequencies of 4-6% in different reports based in IRAD data.46, 66, 67 One can speculate that 

proportions of patients with delayed diagnosis and worse clinical status are higher among 

patients with painless AD compared to patients with painful AD. Hence, these patients 

probably have a higher risk of being denied surgery and not being transferred to a tertiary 

centre. Based on this, it is not surprising that proportions of patients with painless AD in our 

population-based study was higher than proportions in studies based on IRAD data. In Study 

IV, patients with painless AD had higher 30-day mortality than patients with painful AD, 

both among patients with TAD and TBD. This confirms earlier reports on AD patients 

overall and in patients with TBD.66, 67 Since painless dissection was a predictor of increased 

early mortality in TAD overall but not in surgically treated patients in Study IV, one can 
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assume that painless dissection was a marker of severe clinical status at presentation 

increasing the risk of dying before reaching the operating theatre or making the surgeon more 

prone to deny the patient OSR.  

5.6  BIOCHEMICAL MARKERS 

Laboratory tests are of great importance in diagnostics and management of a majority of 

diseases for the treating physician in daily practice. However, biochemical markers have a 

limited role in managing patients with AD. D-dimer is of importance in ruling out deep 

venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism and the possible role of D-dimer as a rule out 

diagnostic tool in patients with suspected AD has earlier been proposed.76, 77 In Study IV, D-

dimer was only analysed in 30% of patients diagnosed with AD in Stockholm county, 

pointing out the contemporary low use of this marker in the care trajectory of suspected AD 

today.  

Although troponin T and I are said to be specific markers for heart muscle cell injury, and 

mainly used as biochemical markers in diagnosing acute coronary syndrome, elevation of 

troponins have been reported to occur in other conditions, AD being one of them.82 The 

possible mechanisms causing elevation of Troponin T in AD patients has to our knowledge 

not been studied. AD causing coronary malperfusion is an obvious reason but pericardial 

tamponade, hypotension/chock and kidney failure are other possible mechanisms. If the 

aortic injure itself can cause elevation of Troponin is plausibly less likely but still, not studied 

to our knowledge. A meta-analysis from 2016 on the role of elevated troponin in patients 

with acute AD, including four studies and a total of 496 patients, reported that 27% of the 

patients had elevated troponin, a marker associated with increased early mortality.83 The 

report did not differ between patients with TAD and TBD.83 Still, the knowledge on 

proportions of AD patients with elevated troponin and the role of the biochemical marker as a 

predictor of mortality is limited. In Study IV, 36% of the patients had an elevated troponin T 

on admission, more commonly in patients with TAD than in patients with TBD. Due to the 

retrospective design of Study IV, data on troponin T could not be retrieved in all patients. It is 

possible that patients lacking troponin T on admission was a selected group of patients, 

mainly patient presenting without chest pain, with a lower likelihood of elevated levels of 

troponin T. Further, Study IV reported on an association between elevated troponin T and 

early mortality, seen in patients with TAD overall, in TAD patients undergoing OSR as well 

as in patients with TBD. Reports on levels of troponin in patients with TBD are lacking and 

an increased mortality in TBD patients presenting with elevated troponin levels has to our 
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knowledge not been described. It is somewhat easier to understand the possible mechanisms 

of elevation of troponins in TAD compared to TBD but as hypotension/chock as well as acute 

renal failure are possible causes of elevation of troponin T, it is possible that elevated 

troponin is a marker of worse clinical status in patient with TBD. Increased analysis of 

troponin T in all AD patients as well as a more active management of patients with elevated 

troponin T levels, including better surveillance, more aggressive medical management and/or 

early surgical management, might improve outcome in these patients in the future.  

The importance of thrombocytopenia in patients with AD is uncertain. Patients with TAD 

undergoing acute OSR have been recognized to be in a coagulopathic state including worse 

perioperative thrombocytopenia compared to patients with TAA undergoing elective OSR.88 

Furthermore, patients undergoing isolated coronary bypass grafting has been reported to have 

higher early postoperative mortality even with mild preoperative thrombocytopenia compared 

to normal levels.198 Earlier reports on patients with TAD have described a relation between 

low platelet count and platelet volume and haemoglobin level, respectively, and have also 

presented an association with increased mortality in AD patients.199, 200 In Study IV, 

thrombocytopenia was associated with increased mortality in patients with TAD overall and 

in subgroup analysis in TAD patients treated with OSR. The mechanism, by which 

thrombocytopenia effects outcome has not earlier been described and it has not been analysed 

in detail in this thesis. Thrombocytopenia at presentation in patients with TAD could 

plausibly be a marker of worse clinical status, i.e. massive early bleeding. Another possible 

explanation to a higher surgical mortality is a larger perioperative bleeding due to impaired 

coagulation. Whether earlier and more aggressive transfusion, including plasma and platelets, 

in TAD patients undergoing OSR would improve the outcome is an obvious question that has 

neither been assessed in this thesis, nor in earlier studies. In patients with ruptured AAA, a 

more equivalent transfusion with red blood cells and plasma has been associated with 

improved surgical outcome.201  

5.7  MANAGEMENT AND OUTCOME 

5.7.1 Type A dissection 

As mortality in medically managed patients with TAD is high, OSR is the recommended first 

line treatment.14, 19 In an IRAD report from 2016, 90% of patients with TAD were managed 

with OSR.100 In a population-based study from Iceland, the proportion of hospitalized 

patients with TAD managed with OSR was 55%.35 In Study IV, 79% of included patients 

with TAD were managed with OSR. The fact that the proportions of included TAD patients 
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managed with OSR has been reported to be lower in population-based studies is 

understandable. Patients deemed unfit for OSR and thus not referred to the cardio-thoracic 

unit were nevertheless included in Study IV whereas one may suspect that many of such 

patients where not transferred to an IRAD facility. Mortality at 30 days after OSR in the 

Icelandic study was 29% as compared to a 30-day mortality ranging from 16% to 18% in 

reports from the international registers.15, 35, 72, 97 30-day mortality in TAD patients managed 

with OSR in Study IV was 13%. 

Mortality in patients with TAD managed medically is often said to be 1-2% per hour. 

Actually, mortality within the first 24 hours was 21% and at 4 days it was 49% in AD 

patients overall in the pioneer study by Hirst et al.3 During the time-period 1992-2013 in 

Iceland, mortality within 24 hours in all hospitalized AD patients was 21% and in-hospital 

mortality in medically managed TAD patients was 95%.35 Study IV reported on mortality of 

46% within the first 24 hours, 78% within one week and 30-day mortality of 85% from onset 

of symptoms. It is important to note that in Study IV mortality per hour was described 

specifically in medically managed patients whereas hourly mortality rates in other studies 

commonly refer to the whole cohort of AD patients.35 Further, the study by Hirst et al. was 

conducted when surgical management still was not an option in AD patients.3  

5.7.2 Type B dissection 

Guidelines recommend primary medical management in patients with uncomplicated TBD 

and TEVAR in patients with acute complicated TBD.14, 18, 19 While treatment with OSR 

decreased from 17% in 1999 to 8% in 2013 in TBD patients in IRAD, TEVAR increased 

from 7% to 31%.15 In Study IV, the majority (72%) of patients with acute complicated TBD 

were managed by means of surgical repair. Out of these patients, only one patient (3%) was 

treated with OSR whereas the remaining 33 (97%) were treated with endovascular repair.   

5.7.2.1 Outcome of TEVAR 

In patients with complicated TBD treated with TEVAR, 30-day mortality was 19% in 

patients treated in the acute phase, as described in Study IV, and 17% in patients treated in 

the acute or subacute phase, as described in Study I. Study I reported on higher mortality in 

patients with acute complicated TBD treated with TEVAR within 48 hours (urgent TEVAR) 

compared to delayed TEVAR (3-90 days). Actually, none of the patients treated in the 

subacute phase died within 30 days. Earlier studies have reported on higher frequency of 

complications in TBD patients treated within 48 hours.202 TBD patients with acute life 

threatening complications needs swift treatment and are likely to be over-represented among 
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patients treated within 48 hours compared to patients treated later in the acute phase or in the 

subacute phase. Whether some patients managed with TEVAR within 48 hours in fact could 

be managed with aggressive medical therapy and delayed TEVAR is hard and complex to 

determine. Nonetheless, one can conclude that patients with complicated TBD necessitating 

emergency TEVAR suffer from a highly lethal condition and strict perioperative and 

postoperative monitoring is of great importance to detect possible treatable complications.     

5.7.2.2 Morphological markers 

Several morphological markers have been proposed as predictors of complications and 

mortality in TBD patients. The DISSECT mnemonic is one of several classification schemes 

focusing on morphological markers, in this case with the objective to predict the risk of 

conversion from uncomplicated to complicated TBD in patients with a large entry tear as well 

as large aortic diameter or large diameter of the false lumen.26 Among patients included in 

Study I, all early deaths had a FLA of more than 50% of the total aortic area at the level of the 

tracheal bifurcation, concluding that this is a morphological marker of importance in 

predicting outcome in these patients. It has earlier been reported that large FLA was 

associated with large false lumen volume after TEVAR, a variable associated with higher 

mortality and higher frequency of reintervention.203 Further, a large FLA has been associated 

with early development of complications in medically managed TBD patients.156  

A large aortic diameter in patients with uncomplicated TBD has been associated with 

conversion to complicated TBD, mainly aneurysm development with risk of rupture. 

Therefore, it has been proposed that patients with uncomplicated TBD with a maximum 

aortic diameter of more than 40 mm should be treated with pre-emptive TEVAR to improve 

long-term outcome.26 Interestingly, in patients with chronic TBD treated with TEVAR, an 

aortic diameter above 40 mm was associated with higher incidence of aortic related re-

intervention or death during long-term follow-up.204 In Study I, a large aortic diameter was 

not associated with increased 30-day mortality. It might be that a large aortic diameter is 

associated with long-term adverse events rather than early mortality.  

5.7.3 Pharmacological treatment 

Recommendations for medical management of patients with AD take up less than half a page 

in both the guidelines on thoracic aortic disease from the ESC and the ESVS, respectively.18, 

19 The few recommendations were based on level C evidence.18, 19  
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5.7.3.1 Antihypertensive agents 

Many studies report on the frequency of patients with diagnosed hypertension, but 

pharmacological treatment prior to admission for acute AD has rarely been described. In the 

national cohort presented in Study III, 60% were on at least one antihypertensive agent prior 

to admission compared to 51% among patients in Stockholm County presented in Study IV. 

The differences between results presented in Study III and IV might be because of national 

differences or plausibly because of an overestimation of pharmacological treatment in Study 

III due to inability to account for adherence to medication, as was done in Study IV. In both 

studies, beta blockers were the most commonly used antihypertensive agents, 37% of all 

patients in Study III and 31% in Study IV. This is quite surprising since the ACC/AHA 

guidelines on hypertension recommend beta blockers as second line treatment.205  

Pharmacological recommendations of the guidelines on management of AD patients dealt 

mainly with antihypertensive treatment.14, 18 The ACC/AHA guidelines recommended that all 

patients with acute AD presenting with hypertension should be treated with prompt lowering 

of the blood pressure, aiming at a systolic pressure below 120 mmHg, primarily with the use 

of beta blockers.14 The same recommendations were given in the ESVS guidelines for 

patients with acute TBD.18 The general recommendations for treatment of malignant 

hypertension given in the ACC/AHA guidelines on hypertension as well as the ESC 

guidelines on hypertension were to lower blood pressure slowly to systolic pressure below 

140 mmHg.205, 206 AD was briefly mentioned in both of these guideline documents, listing the 

disease as a possible hypertensive emergency, recommending swift lowering of systolic 

pressure below 120 mmHg in patients with acute AD.205, 206 Few recommendations are given 

on antihypertensive treatment in the chronic phase in patients with AD. The ACC/AHA 

guidelines on thoracic aortic disease recommended keeping systolic blood pressure below 

140 mmHg in general but no specific recommendation was given for chronic AD patients.14 

Further, in the ESC guidelines, the beneficial effects of beta blockers in chronic AD were 

stated, but no recommendations were given regarding blood pressure goals.19 Study III 

confirms the wide use of betablockers in patients with AD, with 90% being treated with a 

betablocker within the first year after discharge from hospitalization for acute AD. In a report 

from 2001 including 78 medically managed TBD patients from 1988 to 1997, patients treated 

with other antihypertensive drugs than beta blockers had higher frequency of aortic surgery 

during follow up than patients with an antihypertensive regime including a betablocker.144 

The results presented in Study III challenges the unquestionable role of beta blockers as first-

line antihypertensive agent in all AD patients in all phases of the disease as treatment with 
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beta blockers was not associated with higher long-term survival. Subgroup analyses revealed 

that the results was driven by the lack of association with higher long-term survival in 

medically managed patients whereas an association to higher long-term survival was 

described in surgically managed patients discharged alive. This confirms earlier results, 

presenting higher long-term survival in TAD patients treated with beta blockers whereas no 

such survival benefit could be described in patients with TBD.166 In a small Japanese study 

including patients with uncomplicated TBD discharged alive, treatment with ACE inhibitors 

was associated with fewer aortic events during follow up.168 Further, a survival benefit has 

been reported for treatment with CCBs in patients with TBD.166 These results were confirmed 

in Study III where treatment with ACE inhibitors was well as treatment with CCBs were 

associated with higher long-term survival.  

5.7.3.2 Statins 

Treatment with statins in patients suffering from stroke or ischemic heart disease were 

recommended in guidelines, supported by level A evidence.171, 207 The use of statins in 

patients with AD as well as the potential effect on mortality, to our knowledge, have not been 

previously described. According to Study III, statin use increased from 23% prior to 

admission to 47% after discharge. Guidelines fail to give guidance in this matter but one can 

plausibly conclude that some physicians imagine that statins are good for these patients. In 

patients with coronary heart disease and co-occurring AD, statin treatment was associated 

with improved outcome.175 Still, the majority of patients discharged alive were not prescribed 

a statin agent in Study III. The improved long-term survival in patients with AD treated with 

statins reported in Study III may plausibly be a reason to revise treatment guidelines in the 

future, hoping to improve survival even further. The results from subgroup analyses, showing 

an association between statin treatment and higher long-term survival in medically managed 

patients but not in surgically managed are somewhat surprising given the beneficial effects of 

statins in patients undergoing AAA repair208, 209 Plausibly, TAD patients undergoing OSR are 

younger and suffers from less atherosclerotic disease than the typical AAA patient. Mean age 

in surgically treated patients in Study III was 63 years as compared to 73 years in surgically 

treated patients with AAA in the above-mentioned report.208 

5.8 SEX AND GENDER ASPECTS 

Although not as strong as for patients with aortic aneurysms, a male dominance has been 

reported in patients with AD.35, 40, 210 In IRAD, 33% of included patient were women.15 The 

results presented in this thesis confirms the ratio of 2/3 men and 1/3 women, often described 
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in dissection cohorts, with proportion of women ranging from 34% to 38% in included 

studies. The age difference at onset of dissection with women being older than men described 

in Study II (71 years vs 66 years) confirms results presented in earlier reports.15, 35, 42 As in the 

Oxford Vascular study, proportion of women was higher among patients deceased without 

concurrent hospital stay in Study II.33 The higher mean age in women may contribute to such 

a sex difference, but a bias in referral patterns and clinicians failing to treat women per 

protocol has been reported to remain even after adjustment for age and comorbidity in other 

patient groups such as with chest pain and patients with abdominal aortic aneurysms.180, 181 

Crude 30-day mortality for women and men in the included studies of this thesis are as 

follow: Study I (20% vs 15%, p=0.72), Study II (26% vs 21%, p<0.001), Study III (25% vs. 

20%, p<0.001) and Study IV (28% vs 19%, p=0.045). However, in adjusted analyses, female 

sex were not associated with higher early mortality as compared to male sex, in all patients 

included in Study II, III and IV. In subgroup analyses in Study II, female sex was associated 

with higher 30-day mortality as compared to male sex in surgically managed patients, manly 

including TAD patients treated with OSR. This is coherent with earlier reports, including data 

on patients included in IRAD.15, 40, 41 Earlier studies have not reported on any sex differences 

in mortality among patients with TBD.42 In study II, there were no sex differences in 

mortality in medically managed patients and one can speculate that a majority of these 

patients had uncomplicated TBD.  

5.9 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

This thesis consists of four epidemiological, population-based studies. All studies were 

retrospective observational studies.  

5.9.1 Limitations 

Although several factors (temporal, morphological, biochemical and pharmacological) are 

presented as possible predictors of outcome, the observational design and conducted 

statistical analyses introduces risks of uncontrolled confounding. Interpreting causality in all 

four studies included in this thesis should be done with great caution.   

Study I 

Data were retrieved from medical records and radiological images. This included time of 

onset of symptoms, a variable used when determining time until TEVAR, which was used 

classify patients as treated in the urgent, acute and subacute phases, respectively The total 

number of patients was fairly low, but, on the other hand, the study group included all 

patients undergoing TEVAR for acute or subacute complicated TBD within the defined 
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population during the study period. Hence, logistic regression models analysing the 

association with 30-day mortality were performed without adjustment for possible 

confounders.  

Study II 

This was a register-based study. Patients were included from the NPR and the CDR, 

respectively. Even though the validity of AD as the main diagnosis in the NPR has been 

reported to be high, there is a risk of misclassification of included patients. Due to the 

register-based data retrieval, medical and surgical notes, imaging studies or autopsy reports 

were not available for included patients. We know that misclassification of patients does 

occur with confusion of dissection and aneurysm. Based on the Nomesco Classification of 

Surgical Procedures codes, patients managed with surgery could be classified as TAD and 

TBD, respectively, whereas medically managed patients could not be further classified. 

Study III 

The inherent limitations of the classification of included patients from the NPR and the CDR, 

respectively, described for Study II, exist in this study as well. Furthermore, only data on 

filled prescriptions are included in the SPDR. Patients that had filled a prescription of a drug 

were considered to be treated with that drug at follow-up. Neither medication adherence nor 

drug discontinuation on doctor’s orders could be accounted for. Nevertheless, 96% of all the 

discharged patients had filled prescriptions of one or more antihypertensive drugs, which is 

highly encouraging in terms of adherence. Neither levels of blood pressure nor lipid levels 

could be retrieved. Hence, the intended effect of the pharmacological treatment could not be 

fully assessed in the analyses. The main indication for each drug could not be retrieved and 

confounding by indication may be present.   

Study IV 

This was a retrospective cohort study where data were retrieved from medical records. The 

decisions to analyse certain biochemical markers were made by the treating physicians in the 

emergency department depending on the clinical status of the patients and suspected 

diagnoses, and, therefore, data on biochemical markers were not available for all included 

patients. Data on patients dying out-of-hospital were not available. 

5.9.2 Strengths 

Since all four studies of this thesis were population-based, all patients fulfilling the inclusion 

criteria in the defined populations, respectively, were included. For Study II and III, 

respectively, this meant that all patients diagnosed with AD in Sweden during the study 
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period were included. Even individuals identified in the CDR with AD as the cause of death 

without concurrent hospital stay were registered. The generalisability of the results presented 

in this thesis, in the aspect of being applicable in all AD patients, should be superior to results 

presented in studies from international register including only selected patients. 

Study I 

Inclusion of all patients treated with TEVAR for acute and subacute complicated TBD in a 

defined population gives insight into this cohort of patients on a population-based level. 

Thorough investigation of preoperative and postoperative CT scans provides detailed 

information on morphological characteristics of TBD patients.  

Study II 

The Swedish medical registers can be cross-matched through the use of the unique PINs for 

every Swedish inhabitant. This enables inclusion of a large number of individuals over many 

years, and, most importantly, inclusion of all diagnosed individuals in a defined population, 

which is of great importance to be able to present the incidence of a disease and to analyse 

time-trends. The possibility to include individuals that died without concurrent hospital stay 

is crucial in the reporting on the incidence of a diagnosis with high early mortality, such as 

AD. In this study, 29% were deceased without concurrent hospital stay. Excluding that 

fraction in a report on the incidence would have introduced a serious underestimation.  

Study III 

Although the data did not allow conclusions about potential causality, the report on 

pharmacological treatment in a large number of AD patients and the association to long-term 

mortality sheds new light on the importance of adequate medical management, which has 

rarely been thoroughly investigated, in this patient group. The analysis of filled prescriptions, 

as opposed to reporting on prescribed drugs, is likely to provide a good marker of drug intake 

as it is probable that once drugs are dispensed, they are to a high degree also taken by the 

patients. 

Study IV 

As data were retrieved from medical records and radiological images, details on patient 

characteristics, anatomical classification and levels of biochemical markers could be obtained 

in this population-based cohort. Data were available on all patients hospitalised and 

diagnosed with AD in a defined population during a defined period, enabling analyses not 

only on patients transferred to specialist centres to undergo repair, but also on patients staying 

in local hospitals for medical management and on patients deemed unfit for repair.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS  

This thesis, comprising four studies based on the defined populations of the Stockholm 

County and of the whole of Sweden, respectively, was designed to increase the knowledge on 

incidence, time-trends, sex differences, characteristics, optimal treatment and predictors of 

outcome in patients with AD. From the included studies, we draw the following conclusions:  

 In patients with comlicated TBD, very early TEVAR was associated with higher 

mortality. Whether some patients managed with TEVAR within 48 hours in fact 

could be managed with aggressive medical therapy and delayed TEVAR is hard and 

complex to determine. Further, a large FLA in relation to the total aortic area was 

present in all early deaths. This morphological marker needs further validation but 

may be used as a prognostic marker in patients with TBD in the future.  

 

 The incidence of AD was higher than earlier described, The incidence was found to 

decrease in men over time. Surgical therapy was increasingly used and with more 

favourable outcome. The sustained sex differences identified also in this 

cardiovascular patient group regarding both incidence and outcome require further 

attention in future studies. 

  

 Almost all patients discharged alive after hospitalisation for acute AD were treated 

with at least one antihypertensive agent whereas less than half of the patients received 

statins. Statin therapy was associated with favourable long-term outcome in medically 

managed AD patients, whereas treatment with beta blocker was associated with 

higher survival only in surgically manged AD patients. The association to better long-

term survival reported for statins as well as the differences in optimal anthypertensive 

management found in surgically and medically managed patients, respetively, calls 

for revision of pharmacological recommendations in AD patients and points at the 

need of further research on this subject.  

 

 Predictors associated with increased mortality in medically as well as in surgically 

managed patients with TAD and TBD, respectively, included extensive dissection 

(DeBakey I and IIIB, respectively), painless dissection as well as elevated troponin T 

and thrombocytopenia on admission. These variables may become useful in early risk 

stratification and aid in future decision-making when managing patients with AD.
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7 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Based on the results presented in the thesis, there are many exciting directions for future 

research projects. Moreover, there are additional gaps in evidence that need to be addressed.  

The thing I believe to be most important to improve the outcome in patients with AD in the 

future is optimised medical therapy. Based on the results of this thesis, treating patients with 

uncomplicated TBD with statins would not be controversial, even though the beneficial effect 

should preferably be validated in a randomized controlled trial. Furthermore, the finding that 

medically and surgically managed AD patients may benefit from different types of 

antihypertensive agents should be investigated in future studies, not least since many 

antihypertensive agents come with different side effects. Derived from the results of this 

thesis and the available evidence, in contemporary and future clinical practice physicians will 

probably not hesitate to discontinue medication with beta blockers in patients with chronic 

TBD and side effects from the drugs. 

The sex differences described in this thesis are worrying. Why is it that the proportion of 

women is higher among patients dying from AD out-of-hospital? Plausibly, the symptoms are 

more diverse in women with acute AD than in men, such as in patients with acute myocardial 

infarction. Another possible cause could be more fragile aortic wall, which might also explain 

why women had a higher postoperative mortality than men. Hopefully, a response to our 

findings would be future scientific attempts to explore the underlying mechanisms behind 

some of these sex differences rather than a more restrictive attitude towards OSR in women 

with acute TAD. Sex differences may also exist in terms of referral and treatment bias as well 

as socioeconomic inequalities, apart from biological sex differences. All of these factors will 

probably also be of importance in future projects. 

Timing of TEVAR in patients with TBD is an interesting topic. In patients with life-

threatening complications such as rupture or mesenteric ischaemia due to acute malperfusion, 

it is obvious that the patient is in the need of emergency TEVAR, regardless of elapsed time 

since onset of symptoms. On the other hand, judging from previous reports and the results of 

this thesis, selected patients with acute complicated TBD might benefit from intensive 

surveillance and delayed TEVAR rather than emergency TEVAR.  

Several morphological markers have been proposed as predictors of increased early mortality 

in patients with TBD or as predictors of conversion from uncomplicated to complicated TBD, 

a large FLA being one of them. The finding presented in this thesis regarding the association 

between large FLA and increased early mortality in patients with acute complicated TBD 
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treated with TEVAR highlights FLA as a morphological marker of importance. FLA should 

preferably be included in future studies of TBD patients. 

One may discuss the usefulness of predictors of early mortality in AD patients. Should the 

decision whether or not to operate on a patient be based on the presence of predictors 

associated with worse outcome? Of course, the clinical decision-making cannot be based 

solely on such markers. However, patients presenting with several predictors of worse 

outcome, for example TAD DeBakey I, painless dissection, elevated Troponin T and 

thrombocytopenia on admission, might benefit from longer stay in the intensive care unit and 

delayed discharge from hospital to possibly detect early signs of treatable complications. In 

addition, predictors of outcome may be of importance in talks with the patient and the 

relatives regarding long-term prognosis. 

Most contemporary research on AD does not include the patient perspective. Future 

projects should include this utterly important perspective, which could be achieved through 

multiple approaches; in-depth interviews, questionnaires, inclusion of next of kin etc. There 

is a strong international patient association that works on improving the available 

information material. A multidisciplinary approach in managing patients with AD is 

crucial, but obviously must not result in none of the treating physicians taking full patient 

responsibility. This may mainly be a problem in medically managed patients. Small earlier 

studies have suggested that depression and anxiety are common among AD survivors. In 

AMI patients and patients suffering from cancer, personal contact nurses are common and 

might be beneficial for patients with AD as well. 
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